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BG Ncwi Ph«« by Clna Fleming 
Billboards like these have been appearing around the state in order to attract prospective students to the 
University. Thousands of high school students from across the state are expected to visit campus next 
Monday. 
Doors open 
for students 
of tomorrow 
ByDARLAWARNOCK 
The BG News  
Everyone has been through it. 
While bombarded with college 
mail the last few years of high 
school, you finally decide to visit 
a college or two. 
But you never expected this. 
Thousands of prospective stu- 
dents will be visiting the Univer- 
sity campus Monday as a part of 
a campus-wide initiative to in- 
crease depleting enrollment 
rates. 
It will mark the second annual 
program held for prospective 
students on President's Day, a 
common day off for high school 
students. 
And welcoming them to the 
Bowling Green campus will be an 
array of activities and tours 
which will allow them to decide if 
the University Is the right place 
for them to attend. 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau said the program is de- 
signed as an outreach to prospec- 
tive students to let them know 
about all of the options the cam- 
pus has to offer. 
"They leave here having a good 
feeling about Bowling Green 
State University and they have a 
sense of how good we are as an 
institution," Ribeau said. "Hope- 
fully, that will convert into more 
students choosing us as their 
university of choice." 
Ribeau explained the Universi- 
ty Is in competition for students 
with other state residential col- 
leges. He said, generally, most 
Speaker focuses on 
gaining sponsorship 
Ribeau says 
issue is of 
importance to 
University 
By DARLA WARNOCK 
The BG News  
The University could learn a 
lot from its sister collegiate insti- 
tutions. University President 
Sidney Ribeau said as he intro- 
duced the second speaker in his 
Presidential Lecture Series. 
Freeman A. Hrabowski, the 
president of the University of 
Maryland Baltimore County, ad- 
dressed the campus community 
Thursday about how to gain cor- 
porate partnerships in order to 
receive the money necessary to 
build a better university. 
Ribeau said the topic was im- 
portant for the campus commu- 
nity to hear in order to start talk- 
ing about the subject and coming 
up with ideas of how to imple- 
ment it at the University. 
"What we're trying to do is 
create an environment where 
people can have serious dialogue 
about areas that are important," 
Ribeau said. "The idea behind 
this is that the dialogue after se- 
rious discussion can lead to dis- 
cussions about what we need to 
do here at Bowling Green State 
University as we prepare for the 
21st century." 
The ideas Hrabowski present- 
ed Involve making serious con- 
siderations and decisions about 
the strengths and weaknesses of 
the University. 
Hrabowski used UMBC as an 
example to show the amount of 
success they enjoyed after those 
initial decisions were made. He 
explained that major higher edu- 
cation budget cuts took place in 
the late-80s throughout the state 
of Maryland. Those cuts forced 
UMBC to go in search of other 
methods of financial resources. 
"We had to find other sources 
of funds," Hrabowski said. "We 
had to carve a niche that might 
make us special or unique. We 
have thought very carefully 
about what is important to us." 
UMBC decided to focus on the 
areas of engineering, sciences, 
and public policy. By doing so, 
Administration 
"The state won't give 
you all of what you 
need. You have to go 
out on that limb." 
Freeman Hrabowski 
president of UMBC 
Hrabowski explained, the uni- 
versity was able to concentrate 
on building relationships with 
corporations that were specific 
to thci r areas of special ity. 
He said higher standards can 
be set when the most excellence 
is focused on in those separate 
areas. 
"It is not really possible to be 
excellent at everything," Hra- 
bowski said. "The first thing we 
did was think about what values 
were most Important to us. 
Healthy places will go through 
the process of identifying those. 
There's no quick fix - It takes 
time." 
Besides the time constraint, 
Hrabowski said an element of 
risk Is involved In attaining cor- 
porate sponsorships. But without 
that risk, the potential for suc- 
cess is minimized. 
"It's a matter of taking that 
risk," Hrabowski said. "The state 
won't give you all of what you 
need. You have to go out on that 
limb." 
Ribeau said tlie topic of cor- 
porate sponsorship is of signifi- 
cance to the University. 
"This is an area that is critical- 
ly Important to Bowling Green 
State University," Ribeau said. 
"We must find other means to 
sponsor and generate revenue." 
Two additional lectures remain 
in the 1996-97 Presidential Se- 
ries. The next speaker will be 
Stanley Katz, focusing on the 
discussion of liberal education 
and liberal learning. The fourth 
speaker is not yet known, but will 
address the Issue of computer 
applications for teaching and 
learning. 
BG Ncwi PkMo by Hldtkl Kabaycihl 
ROTC's Ranger Challenge team placed third out of 34 schools last October. Team members from left 
top: Troy Tucker (team captain). Josh Cioti, Bob jahna, Cliff Reeves, Scott Hartwell. From left bot- 
tom: Eric Hosafros, Keith Neiber, Jeff Jednacy, Larry Johnson. 
Snapping to attention 
Cadets practice 
leadership with 
self-confidence 
By MAUREEN BARRY 
The BG News  
Twenty-seven Air Force 
cadets and 26 Army cadets in 
the University's Reserve Offi- 
cer Training Corps are compet- 
ing with ROTC cadets from all 
over the country to advance in 
their training. 
Captain Scott Rottweiler, 
Air Force public affairs offi- 
cer, said freshmen typically 
join the four-year ROTC pro- 
gram during their first or sec- 
ond semester, however, stu- 
dents can also join a two-year 
program as late as their third 
year in college for those not 
graduating in four years. 
Rothweiler said recruiting is 
done at pre-registration every 
year; however, the programs 
do not rely heavily on the typi- 
cal type of recruiting. 
"The best people for recruit- 
ing are the ones in the pro- 
gram," Rothweiler said. The 
sophomore   cadets   compete 
with almost 3,000 cadets 
nationally to be accepted into 
field training. 
The cadets must pass a phys- 
ical fitness test, an Air Force 
officer qualifying test and do 
well academically to be ac- 
cepted. 
"We're in the business of 
training officers," Rothweiler 
said. 
According to Theresa Beck- 
ett, cadet wing commander, 
the physical fitness test con- 
sists of the flex-arm hang for 
women, pull-ups for men, push- 
ups, sit- ups, standing long 
jump, a 600 yard run and a 1.5 
mile run. 
Rothweiler said academics 
are very important because the 
cadets compete with students 
from big schools with excellent 
math and engineering pro- 
grams. 
Beckert said her Image of 
the ROTC before joining did 
not match the actual relaxed, 
positive environment it has, 
because she pictured officers 
getting in her face and con- 
stantly having to do push-ups. 
"I had a lot of mispercep- 
tions," Beckert said, "It's not 
like that at all." 
The initial attraction to the 
ROTC for Beckert was the 
benefits students can receive 
including guaranteed jobs 
upon graduation. 
Jared Freeman, a freshman 
criminal justice major, said he 
joined the ROTC for its bene- 
fits also, including scholarship 
opportunities, leadership 
preparation and the cher.ee to 
travel. 
Freeman added that he en- 
joys participating in activities 
such as intramurals. 
"We do a lot of team-oriented 
stuff," he said. 
like the Air Force, the Army 
ROTC program has two-year 
and four-year programs. Cap- 
tain Kevin Breuers, enrollment 
officer, said the Army ROTC 
offers leadership benefits as 
well. 
"We produce the future offi- 
cers and future leaders for the 
United States Army," Breuers 
said. 
In between the junior and 
senior academic year, the 
cadets compete for a position 
in Advance Camp. 
"The cadet takes everything 
• See ROTC, page three. 
students who have been accepted 
at the University have also been 
accepted at Ohio University and 
Miami of Ohio. The competition 
Involves showing prospective 
students why Bowling Green is 
the right choice. 
"It would be the best thing we 
could do to let people know the 
kind of things that are important 
at Bowling Green," Ribeau said. 
"It's a big event. Events like this 
can be very successful in getting 
people out." 
As a part of the enrollment 
strategies, the University has 
placed about six billboard signs 
across Ohio advertising the up- 
coming President's Day event. 
Charles Middleton, vice presi- 
dent of Academic Affairs and 
provost, said the signs are fo- 
cused at attaining better visibili- 
ty to prospective students and 
• See PREVIEW DAY, page three. 
Dunbar to 
move up to 
the upper 
class 
ByJACKBUEHRER 
The BG News  
The University has provided 
juniors and seniors with another 
option when looking for on- 
campus housing for the 1997-98 
school year. 
Dunbar hall, located in the 
Harshman Quadrangle, will 
serve as an upper-classmen dorm 
effective next fall semester. 
The decision was made last 
week based on the results of a 
student survey taken this past 
fall according to Mike Vetter, 
University assistant vice- 
president for student affairs and 
director of housing and resi- 
dence programs. 
"Some people don't 
have the time to work 
to support 
themselves 
off-campus." 
Kyle Moore 
University junky 
"We had students take a survey 
in October or November asking 
them if they were to stay on 
campus, what kinds of things 
would they would like to see," he 
said. "What we found out was 
that a lot of upper classmen 
wished to be able to live on cam- 
pus in a single room but without 
paying the more expensive single 
room price. 
"They also expressed an inter- 
est in not being required to pur- 
chase a meal plan," Vetter said. 
"They wanted the option to either 
use their own money or buy a 
meal plan. We took both of these 
requests into consideration.'' 
The students surveyed got 
what they asked for, as the option 
is now available to purchase a 
single room at the standard an- 
nual rate for a double room of 
• See DUNBAR, page three. 
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• Space limitations may prevent The BG 
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Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling 
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this 
puhlit ation without the permission of The BG News 
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Spring 1997 BG News staff. 
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the paper of any errors in stories or photograph 
descriptions. 
TOM MATHER 
On Valentine's, lie big and lie hard 
Note: The events of this column. 
Including references to past girl- 
friends and dates, are 100 percent 
factual and actually occurred 
As a columnist for The News. 1 
have a solemn duty to go where no 
columnist has ever gone before, to 
search the ends of the earth until 1 
find The Column, and to use my 
position to get as many dates as 
possible. It's a tough Job. which Is 
probably why they don't pay me for 
It. 
So,- several weeks ago, when I 
realized that I would be writing a 
column on Valentines Day. there 
was only one thing on my mind. 
"What!? How am I supposed to 
write about Valentine's Day? I 
don't even have a girlfriend!" 
Most people, like me. don't try 
to be single. Life Just turns out 
that way sometimes. You have a 
date, but nothing's there, or the 
other person wants to remain 
friends, or your girlfriend dumps 
you, drops out of school and goes 
to Vegas to fulfill her dream to be a 
stripper. (Okay, that's not true. 
She went to Florida. I thought 
Vegas sounded more glamorous.) 
So this year, when Valentine's 
Day neared. I did the one thing 
they'd never thought I'd do. 
I took out a personal ad. 
Upon hearing I was going to 
take out a personal ad. more than 
one of my friends told me they 
feared for my safety. I knew I must 
be on the right track. 
I read some personal ads to 
get a feel for writing my own. 
People described themselves as; 
attractive, built, financially 
secure, employed, funny, and 
sensitive. I kept on reading, and 
I began to notice a trend. These 
were the greatest people you'd 
ever meet! 
"Walt a minute." I thought 
These people can't all be 
employed." 
I had learned a valuable 
lesson from reading the ads to 
apply towards my own ad. When 
in doubt, In-. I .if big. and He 
hard. But be as creative as 
possible about It, In thirty 
words or less. 
After a few minutes of soul 
searching. I came up with: 
Lonely, depressed, unattractive, 
mentally slow SWM. 20. (In 
Search Of, real live female, who 
likes to fold laundry and develop 
film. Females must meet 
approval of my mother, whom 1 
live with 
I almost didn't get it in. The 
girl who took the ad over the 
phone asked, "Is this a Joke?" 
Somehow, I managed to con- 
vince her that In creating the 
worst personal ad possible. I 
would find my soulmate. 
Afterwards. I had to create a 
voice mail message for those 
responding. I was given a 
different 1-800 number for this 
purpose. I promptly wrote it down 
wrong and ended up calling a 
soccer store. I knew something 
was wrong when I asked about my 
personal ad and the only response 
was, "Goooooaaaaalllll!" 
For my voice mall message. I 
figured I had already been degrad- 
ing, why not build myself up? So I 
lied some more. Among other 
things I stated, "My favorite color 
Is red, but I never wear It since my 
underwear turned pink (whoops, 
that's true)...I like sunsets and 
long walks along the beach with 
my Baywatch friends.. (I lere's the 
part where I blatantly lie) I'm 6'4", 
250 lbs. of solid muscle and I can 
lift a car with one arm." 
In my columns, when I tell crazy 
stories about my Ufe. people don't 
believe me. They say things like. 
"His prom date didn't really get 
pregnant and married to another 
guy by the following December, 
He's Just kidding." For once, 
however, not only can I say that I 
didn't make this up, I have proof. 
Beginning Friday. Jan.31st, every 
Friday. Sunday and Tuesday 
Toledo Blade through this coming 
Tuesday contains my personal ad. 
For the first week and a half. I 
received no responses. Just when I 
was about to give up, I finally 
found        the type of person who 
responds to an ad placed by a 
Journalist looking to write a story 
about personal ads: a Journalist 
looking to write a story about 
personal ads. 
(Subliminal Message Para- 
graph) Her name was Nara 
Shoenberg (was this the one?), 
of the Toledo Blade (a career 
woman). She really was doing a 
story about personal ads (not 
Interested in me), although she 
was interested in their differ- 
ences between cities. (Is every- 
one employed in other cities 
too?) I told her my story, and 
her story (that I bet she gets 
paid for), quite possibly contain- 
ing my name (big ego trip), will 
appear In this Sunday's Blade 
(shameless promotion). 
Just before I sat down to 
write this column. I received two 
real responses. One girl called 
at 1:30 in the morning, said she 
had problems with laundry too, 
talked a little about herself, gave 
her phone number and forgot to 
leave her name. The other girl 
elouquentry described herself 
as "Leanne." I do not know if I 
will ever meet either of them.  I 
only hope that if we do, when 
our eyes lock from across a 
crowded room, and we run In 
slow motion to embrace each 
other, she doesn't smile at me 
and say. 'You lied. You don't 
look depressed!" 
Tom Mather is a columnist for 
The News.  Questions, com- 
ments and proposals can be 
sent to 210 West Hall or 
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
"Lonely, 
depressed, 
unattractive, 
mentally slow 
SWM, 20, (In 
Search Of) 
real, live 
female, who 
likes to fold 
laundry and 
develop film. 
Females must 
meet ap- 
proval of my 
mother, 
whom I live 
with." 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Bible riddled 
with accuracies 
I was rather upset by Jason 
Wolfe's editorial In the paper this 
past Monday. "Biblical Stories 
Riddled with Flaws." The title Itself 
Is untrue. The Bible Is actually one 
of the most historically accurate 
pieces of writing we have available 
to us from the more ancient realms 
of history. Let's take a look at the 
facts. 
Mr. Wolfe compared the trans- 
mission of the Bible to the 
children's game of Telephone;" 
this is a faulty analogy. Unlike the 
inexperienced children playing a 
game, the people of Bible times 
had a rich oral tradition. They 
were trained to transmit Informa- 
tion accurately through oral 
communication and were very 
capable of doing so. 
Once the books of the Bible 
were written down, exhaustive 
measures continued to be taken to 
Insure the Information was trans- 
mitted accurately. Scribes actually 
copied the works one letter at a 
time. They counted the number of 
letters In the original and copied 
documents and If the nubmers 
differed they threw out the copied 
document and started all over. 
In fact. Sir Frederick Kenyon. who 
is the director of the British 
Museum and has spent a lifetime 
studying ancient documents, has 
this to say about the Bible: "No 
other ancient book has anything 
like such early and plentiful 
testimony to Its text and no 
unbiased scholar would deny that 
the text that has come down to us 
Is substantially sound." 
That said. I have only two 
more points on which to criticize 
Mr. Wolfe. One. Noah's Ark Is 
not the creation myth as he said 
In his article, rather. Adam and 
Eve Is the creation story found 
in the Bible. Two, his point 
about there being three mean- 
ings for the Greek word 
parthenos: virgin, unmarried 
girl and adolecent girl. Ignores 
the cultural context behind the 
sltuaUon. In Biblical times if 
you were an adolecent or 
unmarried girl you were a 
virgin. It's not like women back 
then (or even today In the 
Middle Eastern cultures) had 
the freedom we have today in 
this country. If you were a 
woman back then you were 
pretty much kept under lock 
and key. 
Finally, It is necessary that I 
acknowledge Mlchal Horner. 
much of the Information above 
is taken from a lecture he gave 
when he was on campus In 
October. Anyone intersted in a 
copy of those notes can contact 
me at amandae@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Amanda Eisner 
Junior 
Sociology 
Prejudice 
occurs as a 
result of hair 
I work for one of the local 
restaurants that deliver food to 
BG. The other night I was 
confronted by unabashed hostility 
while working. To understand the 
situation, one must know that I 
regularly shaved my head. The 
length of my hair ranges from none 
at all to minor stubble. This Is all 
because of personal preference... 
my Norelco Is certainly not politi- 
cally charged and anyone who has 
the patience to get to know me 
finds that I am a kind Individual 
who sees each and every person, 
no matter their race, religion, age, 
height, weight or hat size, as my 
equal. We are all part of a greater 
whole, according to my experi- 
ences. 
I delleverd a late night meal to a 
young black man on February 3...a 
student here at BGSU. I politely 
said hello to him when he an- 
swered his door and then told him 
the price of his food. As he was 
getting money from his pockets, he 
asked, "Are you a skinhead?" 
This is a question asked of me 
very often. In various contexts. 
Sometimes I find It funny, other 
times frustrating. It reflect 3 the 
amount of thought other people 
put Into the way I look, which is 
one of many wrong ways to form 
an opinion. Thinking I am a cross- 
burning Nazi because of my 
haircut is akin to any generaliza- 
tion Ignorantly associated with 
skin color. It has been repeated ad 
nauseum in recent times that we 
should be Judged by our actions 
alone, and still, prejudice lumbers 
on. 
1 answent the man "No," and 
there was an awkward silence 
before he made the following 
Infuriating remark: "If they're 
sending skinheads over here, well 
have to whip some ass." 
Anger does not even begin to 
describe the way I felt at that 
point. Nor disgust, nor disap- 
pointment. The fact that he 
didn't tip me was engulfed by 
his hateful, violent words. 
Keeping my composure, I told 
him to take care and to have a 
nice night before walking back 
to my vehicle. But even as 1 
tempered his prejudice with 
goodwill, I wanted to shout In 
his face how foolish he had been 
and how deeply he had hurt my 
feelings. As we were In a cus- 
tomer/employee relationship at 
the time. I felt it would be 
unwise to do so. 
It Is one thing when someone 
Is curious about my political 
stance, even If that curiosity is 
spawned by their view of my 
hairstyle. "Are you a skinhead?" 
Is an innocent queslton In and 
of itself, but reminding me that I 
came however close to being 
assaulted on the basis of 
assumed political beliefs Is a 
poor attempt at humor at best 
and seething hatred at worst. 
Why would he say that to me for 
any reason other than to receive 
a negative reaction? I denied him 
that reaction the other night, 
but having clarified the circum- 
stances In the time since. I react 
now In the hope that when 
people read these words they wll 
be reminded that true peace Is 
still a struggle. 
Ryan Plummer 
Junior 
Philosophy 
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Around Bowling Green 
St. Thomas More to hold memorial service for 
Sichak 
St. Thomas More University Parish will hold a memorial ser- 
vice for Dan Sichak Saturday at noon. The service will take place 
at St. Thomas More. 
Sichak was the University student who was killed in an auto 
accident Jan. 21. Fr. Dan Zak, chaplain at St. Thomas More, said 
that among those in attendance will be Sichak's family, members 
of Sichak's fraternity and representatives from Nabisco, where 
Sichak worked. 
Bowling Green City offices to be closed Mon- 
day 
The offices of the City of Bowling Green will be closed on 
Monday in observance of Presidents' Day. 
Planetarium features production for Hale- 
Bopp comet 
The University Planetarium is featuring the production 
"Comets are Coming" to coincide with the arrival of the comet 
Hale-Bopp 
"Cosmic Explorer," a production that features the work of 
space-artist John Foster, will precede the feature. On clear 
nights, the shows will be followed by a stargaze from the rooftop 
observatory. 
The best time to see the comet will be from mid-March until 
mid-April, said Dr. Dale Smith, planetarium director and associ- 
ate professor of physics and astronomy. 
"It should be the brightest comet in a generation," Smith said. 
The comet will be visible to the unaided eye by scanning the 
northwestern sky on clear nights. 
"Comets are Coming" will explore some of the mysteries and 
myths that surround comets and focus on astronomers who have 
discovered comets. Showtimcs are 8 p.m. on Tuesdays and Fri- 
days and 7:30 p.m. on Sundays from now until March 21 and 
again from April 1-13. 
Although programs at the planetarium are open to the public 
free of charge, a $1 donation is requested to help defray produc- 
tion costs. 
Submittals for Undergraduate Student Art Ex- 
hibition requested 
Undergraduate art students are invited to submit their work to 
the 1997 Undergraduate Student Art Exhibition. 
Information regarding entry requirements can be found in the 
"Prospectus" brochures available at the designated stations in 
the Fine Arts Building. 
Entries for the exhibition are due on Monday, Feb. 17 at the 
main entrance of the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. 
A panel of faculty jurors will select entries to appear in the ex- 
hibition by Feb. 19. Awards for selected entries will be an- 
nounced on Sunday, March 2. The exhibition opens March 2 and 
closes on March 21. 
Valentine Surprise 
BG N«wiPh«* by Glu Fleming 
Junior Environmental Science major Jennifer Worchuck received a Valentine's bouquet from her 
long-distance love on Thursday. She said that she is excited to spend Valentine's Day with him in 
Kent. 
Man's best friend and Mary Jane 
The Associated Press 
ATHENS, Ohio -- This dog 
wouldn't have to sniff out drugs. 
He was wearing them. 
A resident found marijuana 
and money Tuesday in a fanny 
pack looped around the neck of a 
dog in this southeast Ohio city. 
The resident, concerned that the 
dog had been tied a long time to a 
downtown parking meter, looked 
in the pack for identification. 
The   resident,   who   was   not 
identified, walked the dog about 
200 yards to the Athens Police 
Department. Police confiscated 
about three-quarters of a pound 
of marijuana and $720. 
The dog's owner, Shawn R. 
Sloter, 24, was arrested when he 
went to the police station to re- 
port that his 17-month-old mixed 
breed dog, Samson, was missing, 
authorities said Wednesday. 
He was charged with felony 
possession of marijuana, the 
Southeast Counties of Ohio Nar- 
cotics Task Force said in a news 
Suspect 
in police 
shooting 
kills self 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - A man found 
dead in an apparent suicide is a 
suspect in the slaying of an Ohio 
State University police officer 
two days earlier, police said 
Thursday. 
Mark Edgerton was found shot 
in the head Wednesday night in 
his apartment in the suburb of 
Upper Arlington, suburban 
police said. 
Officer Michael Blankenship 
was shot in the face as he in- 
vestigated the report of a theft at 
the Wexner Center for the Arts, a 
center for contemporary culture 
on the downtown campus. He is 
the first OSU officer to be killed 
on duty. 
Upper Arlington Police Sgt. 
Paul Schaumburg would not say 
how authorities determined that 
Edgerton, a 40-year-old insur- 
ance company employee, is a 
suspect. However, he said Edger- 
ton resembled a man whose pic- 
ture was taken by a security 
camera at the center. 
The suspect was white, about 
5-foot-10, in his late 30s or early 
40s, with reddish, frizzy hair and 
a beard. 
release. 
The task force said authorities 
found less than 1 ounce of mari- 
juana on Sloter and about 3 oun-    RQXC ~""",—^^ 
ces in his vehicle. 
Authorities searched Sloter's Continued from page one 
residence Wednesday. They 
would not say what, if anything, 
was found. The investigation will 
be presented to a county grand 
jury. 
Sloter is a student at Ohio Uni- 
versity, the release said. The task 
force did not know his hometown. 
DUNBAR 
Continued from page one. 
$2434 plus a $120 tech fee. 
Their desire for an optional 
meal plan was also adopted. Up- 
per classmen choosing to live in 
Dunbar will not be required to 
purchase a meal plan and will be 
able to choose where they eat and 
how they plan to fund their 
meals. 
Many students are excited 
about the prospect of having 
their own room on campus. Soph 
omore chemistry major Nicole 
Hayden said she didn't want to 
live off campus, but didn't want 
the burden of having a room- 
mate, either. 
"I think this is a great idea be- 
cause a lot of people feel the 
same way I do," she said. "Not 
everyone feels ready to move 
off-campus but nor do they want 
to live the same way they did 
their first two years on campus." 
Junior Kyle Moore agreed with 
Hayden. 
"Some people don't have the 
time to work to support them- 
selves off-campus," he said. 
"This is a good way to have priv- 
acy and a little more freedom but 
to still be able to afford it." 
Vetter added that he didn't 
want upper classmen to feel they 
had to move off campus after 
their sophomore year. 
"We made this decision based 
on what the students wanted and 
asked for," he said. "We wanted 
to move ahead in our plan to give 
juniors and seniors as many op- 
tions as possible." 
Gasoline alternatives may be costly 
Long lines for e-check 
cause Ohio drivers to 
hope for changes soon 
in reformulated fuel 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - E-check oppo- 
nents who think reformulated 
gasoline may be a way to end the 
auto emissions tests probably 
face several roadblocks. 
The gasoline won't work as ar. 
alternative to keeping pollution 
down, fuel makers told the House 
Energy and Environment Com- 
mittee on Thursday. 
Lawmakers are divided on 
whether reformulated gas should 
be implemented as an option to E- 
check, which has been under at- 
tack since it began in 1995. 
"Reformulated gasoline is a 
very expensive option," said 
Mick Shoemaker, associate di- 
rector of the Ohio Petroleum 
Council. 
Robert Leidich, manager of re- 
gulatory and alternative fuel is- 
sues for Cleveland-based BP Oil 
Co., said the gasoline could cost 
■V8 to 7.3 cents more per gallon at 
the pump. 
Both said it would cost fuel 
companies more to make refor- 
mulated gas, and refineries 
would have to be modified. That's 
because the chemical process 
needed to make the fuel is much 
more complex. 
Officials of the Ohio Environ- 
PREVIEW DAY 
Continued from page one. 
reminding them of what the Uni- 
versity has to offer. 
Middleton said the University 
community needs to show pro- 
spective students everything it 
has to offer. He said the open 
houses held by all academic de- 
partments along with student 
participation will have an effect 
on perceptions of the University. 
"We're all wearing our BGSU 
colors - Monday will be an or- 
ange day," Middleton said. "We'- 
re going to make it a festive oc- 
casion with balloons and lots of 
tilings going on. The idea is to 
come and have access to the ser- 
vices and educational programs 
on campus so that people can go 
and get whatever done they need 
to   get   done." 
mental Protection Agency have 
said it could cost up to 10 cents a 
gallon more than regular gaso- 
line. 
Reformulated fuel reduces po- 
tentially harmful chemical emis- 
sions. Although it is cleaner than 
standard gasoline, Leidich said it 
does not perform as well. 
The emissions program in 14 
northeast and southwest Ohio 
counties was created to comply 
with the federal Clean Air Act. E- 
check opponents have com- 
plained of damaged cars, long 
lines at testing stations, and 
inaccurate readings. 
Seven bills have been intro- 
duced to kill or modify the pro- 
gram. Rep. Tom Johnson, R-New 
Concord, would require the state 
to renegotiate contracts with 
companies conducting E-check 
and would permit a less compli- 
cated test. 
It also would prohibit the use of 
reformulated gas. 
Rep. Gary Cates, R-West Ches- 
ter, opposes the proposed re- 
strictions on  reformulated gas. 
they learn about leadership and 
apply it in Advance Camp," ac- 
cording to Breuers. 
Another important part of the 
curriculum is public speaking 
abilities, according to Troy 
Tucker, cadet battalion com- 
mander. 
Tucker said that after the 
seniors finish Advance Camp, 
they teach classes to prepare the 
juniors. 
According to Tucker, nine 
Army ROTC cadets placed third 
in the Ranger Challenge last 
year. 
The team competed with 34 
schools in the region, including 
the Ohio State University and 
University of Kentucky. 
Leslie Redmon, a junior dietet- 
ics major, said she joined the 
Army National Guard after rea- 
lizing she needed guidance. 
"I needed some kind of experi- 
ence to help me through," Red- 
mon said. 
According to Redmon, making 
it through basic training means 
you can make it through any- 
thing. "It gives you so much self- 
confidence and a lot of self- 
worth," she said. 
American Heart t 
Association.* 
t erne HWI OHM 
If you are what you eat, 
why not cut back on fat'.' 
TOMORROW at 1:00 
UIOMCN'S BRSKCTBALL vs. €ostern Michigan 
Present ID for FR€€ Admission 
DOUftlCHCADCA SATURDAY 
Coma Out And Support The Falcons As 
They Moko Their run For The Championship! 
Women 
vs 
Caslern 
Michigan 
1:00 
Battle For lsk Place 
Men 
vs 
Castern Michigan 
3:30 
Show ID for free admission 
COMC OUT AND AOCK TH€ HOUSC THAT AOAAS 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments III!Illl 
Him iiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiii 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
■ 
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Showdown at Anderson 
BG, EMU clash with first place on the line 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BG News 
It's time for the showdown. 
The top two teams In the 
Mid-American Conference 
clash at Anderson Arena Sat- 
urday as Eastern Michigan at- 
tempts to knock the Falcon 
men off their first-place perch. 
The game (3:30 p.m., 
WBGU-FM) was already build- 
ing to mammoth proportions - 
whispers of "Anderson's Game 
of the Decade" have already 
been heard - before these 
teams' antics on Wednesday 
heightened the drama. 
BG erased a 25-poini half- 
time lead - the third time this 
season the Falcons have erased 
20-point second-half deficits - 
to defeat Kent, 70-69. Eastern 
Michigan suffered its first 
home loss, 71-62 to a hard- 
charging Ohio team. 
EMU and BG entered 
Wednesday 1-2 In the stand- 
ings, but flip-flopped with Ohio 
just a game 
back In third 
heading into 
Saturday. 
' ' I m m e - 
dlately after 
the Kent 
game was 
over, every- 
body started 
talking about 
Eastern," Moore 
guard DeMar Moore said. "It's 
that type of championship- 
caliber game that you love to 
Students urged to arrive early 
There is no student ticket pick-up for Saturday's 
doubleheader, but students are urged to arrive early - with a 
University ID - to Insure a seat. A capacity crowd is expected. 
General admission tickets are sold out and the limited number 
of $8 bench reserve tickets left were expected to be gone by 
midday Friday. 
The women's game tips off at 1 p.m., followed by the men at 
3:30 p.m. 
be a part of." 
Senior Jay Larranaga con- 
curred. 
"It's definitely a champion- 
ship-caliber game," he said. 
"We've played in a couple 
already and we have a few 
more these next couple of 
weeks." 
The key for Bowling Green 
will be playing 40 minutes of 
basketball, as opposed to the 
20-or-so minutes that have af- 
forded them so many tenuous 
victories down the stretch this 
season. 
Against Miami on Jan. 22 and 
Kent on Wednesday, the Fal- 
cons were down by 20-plus 
points in the second half and 
rallied for victory. In a home 
game with Kent on Jan. IS, BG 
rebounded from a 14-poinl hole 
with IS minutes to play. 
"If we could play two second 
halves, we'd be a great game," 
Moore joked. 
The Falcons scored 53 points 
in the second half against Kent 
after netting just 17 in the first 
half. 
"When we're not shooting the 
ball well, we don't have a 
chance to set our press," Lar- 
ranaga said. "Last night we had 
some good looks at the basket 
but they didn't go in." 
Bowling Green cannot afford 
to let EMU point guard Earl 
Hoy kins dictate the pace of the 
game. 
• See CLASH, page five. 
Larranaga clan 
at center of 
Falcon family 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BG News 
The story of Jim and Jay 
Larranaga can be summed up 
from one night in Detroit's 
Cobo Arena in March 1991. 
The Falcon men, in Jim's 
fifth year as head coach, had 
just lost a heart-breaking over- 
time game to Eastern Michigan 
in the semifinals or the MAC 
Tournament. 
Jay, then a high school jun- 
ior, couldnt stand to see his 
father dejected after the game. 
"He came and put his arm 
around me and said, 'Don't 
worry, dad, when I come to 
Bowling Green well be win- 
ning those games,"'Jim said. 
Today, with Jay as one of the 
key players, the Falcons are 
winning In bunches. BG stands 
18-6 overall and 10-3 in the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Jay, who put up a remarkable 
40 points in a win over Akron 
last week. Is one of the MAC's 
most talented players. Jim, the 
second-winningest coach in BG 
history, coaches one of the 
MAC's most talented teams. 
The first-place Falcons take 
on defending champion 
Eastern Michigan Saturday at 
Anderson Arena in possibly the 
biggest game of elther's career 
- one of those games, as Jay 
said six years ago, that he'll 
help the team win. 
"That was the Innocence of 
somebody young that doesn't 
understand," Jay said this 
week. "That's one of the things 
that I've learned since I've 
been here, that really one guy 
doesn't have that much effect 
on a game. It's all about the 
team." 
In many ways, team Is Jim 
and Jay's middle name. The 
younger Larranaga has been a 
team leader since he first 
walked on campus In 1992. 
The Falcons often look to Jay 
Larranaga at crunch time. It 
was his four-point play in the 
• See FAMILY, page five.    )im and Jay Larranaga BO Sc.i Pk«> by HMr kl K»bayukl 
Falcon women go for five straight vs. Eagles 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
Take note, everybody. The 
Bowling Green women are 
back. 
With their fourth consecu- 
tive victory last night over 
Kent, the Falcons remained 
undefeated in the second half 
of the Mid-American Confer- 
ence schedule. They will go for 
five In a row tomorrow against 
Eastern Michigan. Tip-off Is at 
1 p.m., followed by the men's 
tilt vs. the Eagles. 
The 87-77 victory over the 
Golden Flashes, the defending 
MAC champions, put the Fal- 
cons in a tie for fifth place In 
the   conference   with   Ohio. 
However, they stand just one 
game out of third place, occu- 
pied by Miami and Ball State. 
Falcon coach Jaci Clark said 
the win over Kent did a lot 
more for her team than im- 
prove Its place In the confer- 
ence standings. 
"We're gaining confidence," 
Clark said. "I've got some be- 
lievers. They believe in them- 
selves and they believe they 
can do It as a team." 
The Falcons were down by as 
many as 18 points against Kent 
before coming from behind to 
win on the strength of 23 points 
from junior guard Sara Puthoff 
and 22 from MAC Freshman of 
the Year candidate Sherry Ka- 
hle. Clark said she would allow 
"We're gaining 
confidence." 
Jaci Clark 
Falcon coach 
her team some time to bask in 
its success. 
"You've got to enjoy it some- 
times," Clark said. 'This is a 
moment to enjoy." 
The Falcons will have to put 
the Kent win behind them, 
however, as they prepare for 
Eastern. Forward Traci Par- 
sons leads the team in scoring, 
and her 1S.1 points per game 
rates eighth in the MAC. Point 
guard Betsy Brown ranks in 
the top ten in both assists and 
steals, and center Emily Ber- 
man Is the MAC's leader in 
blocked shots. 
In the last matchup between 
the two schools. Eastern threw 
a scare into Bowling Green 
early before succumbing, 
73-54. Parsons hit for 26, and 
ran roughshod over the Falcon 
defense In the first half, put- 
ting IS points on the board. 
The Falcons pulled out the 
victory after shutting Parsons 
down, as most of her second- 
half points came after the out- 
come was decided. They will 
have to do the same tomorrow 
in order to forge ahead with 
their winning streak. 
After the Eastern game, the 
Falcons will go on a three-game 
binge against some of the best 
in the MAC. A road trip to 
Toledo is sandwiched by home 
contests against Miami and 
Ohio. 
"I'm looking forward to the 
end of the season," Puthoff 
said. "This is what counts. This 
Is what we've all been waiting 
for, to be in a position to knock 
some teams off. I'm real ex- 
cited about It." 
Clark said the return to MAC 
contention has the entire team 
sharing those sentiments. 
"I think it's really exciting 
for us," Clark said. "It's new 
for us to be in this position. It's 
fun." 
Hockey faces 
Western, OSU 
this weekend 
By BLAKE PARKINS 
Ihi-BGNews  
This weekend the BG icero try 
to rebound from a two-game split 
a week ago against last place 
Alaska-Fairbanks. The Falcons 
will try to take two points from 
Western Michigan at the Ice 
House on Saturday (7 p.m. 
WBGU-FM), to Jell a playoff bid. 
The following day, BG travels 
to take on the Buckeyes at the 
Ohio State Fairgrounds in a non- 
conference matchup. 
BG faired well against the 
Broncos in their previous mat- 
chups. The two teams struggled 
to a two-all gridlock back on Dec 
14 and BG doubled up Western 
by the count of 4-2 a month later. 
Western enters the week of 
play riding a two-game winning 
streak - after beating Michigan 
State and Ferris State at Big 
Rapids - to pass BG for the fifth 
spot in the CCH A. 
Western faced off against Ohio 
State at the Expo Center Co- 
liseum Thursday night in a con- 
ference bout and struggled to 
preserve playoff hopes. OSU 
needs to maintain the two point 
margin over ninth place Fair- 
banks to keep the CCHA final 
playoff slot. 
Coach Buddy Powers said that, 
at this point In the season, every 
team has something to prove. No 
teams want to be excluded from 
the CCHA dance, and teams that 
have secured playoff berths want 
to be playing well going Into the 
tournament. 
"We've got to be scrapping now 
to stay in the hunt," Powers said. 
"It's not much of a fall to go from 
six to eight [place] right now, and 
nobody wants to be in eight." 
The eighth spot is Indeed a 
precarious position in that they 
will nave to face the top-ranked 
Michigan Wolverines. The Wol- 
verines have a 17-2-2 mark in the 
league, and boast a five point 
lead over Lake Superior. 
The second place Lakers are 
clinging to a two-point advantage 
over Miami and Michigan State, 
who are tied for third with 29 
points. 
"You've got two points separat- 
ing second, third and fourth," 
Powers said. "We dont know 
who's going to finish in those. 
"Our battle can be with 
Western Michigan for fifth We'- 
ve got to stay focused on playing 
our game and keeping our spot." 
BG will have to make drastic 
Improvements on their defense 
at their own end of the rink from 
the Fairbank's series in order to 
pick up the points. There were 
parts of the second and third 
period when the Falcons had 
difficulty checking and control- 
ling the puck at their own end of 
the rink. "It's hard to explain 
when guys stop checking for an 
entire period," Powers said. 
"[Our] special teams and play in 
our end of the rink are so key 
now, that's going to be the 
playoffs." 
BG will have to alter their con- 
ventional lines to account for an 
absent Dave Faulkner at left 
wing. Faulkner left the third 
period in the second game 
against the Nanooks with a sepa- 
rated shoulder. 
Faulkner's separated shoulder 
Is the latest In an eerie string of 
injured left wingers for the Fal- 
cons. The first dates back to the 
first few games. 
PHIMU 
Heiber & Doyle 
Anne & Dave 
Hlie STerry 
Trace/ & Brian 
Beth & Bob 
Undsey & Terry 
Megan & Steve 
Molly & Tony 
Charlotte & Rex 
Ashley & Aaron' 
Mindy & Shane 
Michelle & Bill 
Jen & Andrew 
Amy & Eric 
Mo & Hummer 
Sharon & Damn 
dm & Chad 
Jen & John 
Katie & Alex 
Liz & Srsen 
Karen G Antonio 
Hibler & Travolta 
Karen & Kevin 
Erin & J.B. 
WPly & Bob 
Heider 6 Doyle 
Mandy & Sean 
Lisa& Brian 
Angela S Joe 
Tracy & Brian 
Amy & Chris 
Lesley & Chad 
Amy S Matt 
Kelly & Brian 
Missy & Chad 
Kristen & Clark 
is & Jim 
stal & Mikey 
Dana & Chris 
Marge & Carl 
Jen & Wes 
Angela & Sean 
Melissa & Andy 
GROOVE IS IN THE HEART— Feb. 15, 1997 
Be Named the USG Organization of the Year! 
Join fellow members of University organizations, faculty, staff, and administrators in the recogniUon 
of BGSU's University Organizations at the: 
1st Annual USG University Banquet 
Wednesday, March 5 at 7p.m. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union 
Featured Speaker: Dr. Charles Mlddleton, 
provost and vice president of academic affairs 
$12 per person and is bursarable, Dinner is included 
RSVP by Friday, February 21 
USO Will Be Awarding the USG Organization Of The Year AwardT Here 1. how you enter, 
• Submit a $ to 10 minute video to USG displaying how your organization has benefited the BGSU 
community through community service, events, etc. 
• Top three videos will be shown at USG's 1st Annual University Banquet in front of University 
administrators, faculty, surf and other University organizations. 
• $1S donation to Dance Marathon is required to enter. 
• Deadline Is Friday, February 21 videos and donations can be sent to USG, 404 Saddlemire 
Student Services. 
You Don't Hare To Submit A Video To Attend The Banquet!! 
• All organizations at the banquet will be recognized • 
• An award will be given to the organization who ha* the moat members In attendance • 
Don't Miss This Opportunity To Recognize And Support Our Student Leaders! 
• V 
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Ball State is last hurdle for 
confident men's track team 
BG News Part* by Jeremy Mania 
Sprinter and hurdler Darren Braddix will get a rest in the Saturday meet against Ball State. 
CLASH  
Continued from page four. 
Boykins averages 3.7 assists 
and 20.5 points per game for the 
Eagles (18-5 overall, 9-3 MAC). 
Derrick Dial (18.3 ppg, 5.5 rpg) 
had 21 points In EMU's 76-67 win 
over the Falcons on Jan. 20 and Is 
another big concern. 
"We need to concentrate on our 
defensive rebounding," Jay Lar- 
ranaga said. "It wasn't just their 
post players, either, we have to 
keep their perimeter guys off the 
boards." 
Jon Zajac, normally with a 
mild-mannered 9.7 points per 
game, had 15 key points in the 
teams' first meeting this season 
and will be another concern. 
"We just have to play our team 
defense," coach Larranaga said. 
"We have to keep a lot of pres- 
sure up. Eastern has a lot of 
speed and quickness and we have 
to stay up with that." 
With BG playing EMU and 
Ohio taking on fourth-place 
Miami - the Redskins are just 1 
1/2 games behind BG - the MAC 
race could become clearer with 
just two weeks left after Satur- 
day. 
Or, for that matter, it could be- 
come more cloudy. BG could 
emerge from Saturday 1 1/2 
games over everybody else or be 
among four teams within one 
game of the conference lead. 
A sell-out crowd is expected 
for this game and for the next 
Falcon home game, Feb. 22, 
against Toledo. 
"It's really a lot of fun," coach 
Larranaga said. "It's nice that the 
community is very much a part 
of it and the way this team Is 
playing." 
FAMILY  
Continued from page four. 
waning seconds against Kent on 
Wednesday that allowed BG to 
escape with a victory. It was also 
his two late treys in the consola- 
tion game of the Puerto Rico 
Classic on Jan. 1 that helped the 
Falcons knock off defending NIT 
champion Nebraska. 
"Leadership is measured in 
different ways," said the 
coach/father. "He has a tremen- 
dous feel for the game, but he 
also cares very much about his 
teammates." 
Jay, a graduate of Toledo St. 
Johns, could have played else- 
where but wanted to come to 
Bowling Green to be closer to his 
family - namely his mother Eli- 
zabeth, his younger brother Jon 
and, of course. Dad. 
The past four years have al- 
lowed him to spend more time 
with his father than ever before. 
"When I was younger and the 
recruiting rules weren't as strict, 
he'd be gone for two weeks at a 
time, come home for a day, then 
head back out on the road," Jay 
said. 
"In high school, we'd go over 
and shoot and he'd rebound for 
me and he'd coach me and I'd get 
mad at him. Now we come over 
and shoot, he coaches me, and I 
get mad at him," he continues, 
laughing. "It hasn't changed a 
whole lot." 
The younger Larranaga ex- 
pects to be playing somewhere 
next season. He has been invited 
to a few NBA tryout camps. 
Wherever he ends up, though, 
it won't be following dad's foot- 
steps. 
"My mom has always been 
against me coaching," Jay said. 
"I think it's really a difficult job. 
It's a lot of pressure. If you don't 
have to go through it, why do it?" 
BGSU MEN'S SWIMMING 
AND DIVING 
vs. 
WESTERN KENTUCKY 
5:00 PM 
t?f?f? 
WE MEED YOUR PENNIES 
The University Ambassador 
United Way Penny Drive 
is collecting Pennies 
Friday, February 14 (Valentine's Day) from 10-4 
on the first floor of the Education Building 
All participating 
• Organizations * 
• Sororities • 
• Fraternities • 
MUST turn their pennies in to receive 
recognition in The BGNews. 
"Give a Penny from your Heart- 
Give to the United Way!" 
Tf??f? 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BGNews  
It's the calm before the storm. 
After four indoor meets and 
one meet away from the Mid- 
American Conference Cham- 
pionship, Bowling Green is look- 
ing to get through Ball State 
swiftly and easily. It's hard to not 
think about the big MAC meet 
next Saturday, but BG knows 
better than to look past the Car- 
dinals. 
"We're not looking past Ball 
State, but some people are look- 
ing to improve their times before 
the MAC Championship," high 
jumper Doug Heitkamp said. 
Ball State does not pose much 
of a threat to BG. The Cardinals' 
strengths lie in the 400-meter 
dash and 800-meter run. Also, 
they will test Heitkamp In the 
high jump. 
Earlier this year at the Kent 
Quadrangler Invitational, Ball 
State finished a dismal sixth, 
while BG placed third overall. 
Since this is only a dual meet, 
things are a little different. 
"We're going to back off, par- 
ticularly those who have run lots 
of e vents."coach Sid Sink said. 
One of those athletes that will 
get to take a breather is Rah'- 
sheen Clay, who ran in four 
events last Saturday at the All- 
Ohio Championship. Another is 
"We're not looking 
past Ball State, but 
some people are 
looking to improve 
their times before the 
MAC 
Championship." 
Doug Heitkamp 
high jumper 
Darren Braddix, a sprinter and 
hurdler, who has seen a great 
amount of success this year. 
He has a sore hamstring 
and    could   sit out at Ball State. 
Since BG Is going to be taking 
it easy Saturday, it will allow 
them to move people in some 
different events. The team is not 
worried at all about the results 
because the indoor championship 
in the MAC is only based on per- 
formance in the MAC meet 
Pat Miller, an outstanding 
freshman, will be running the 
unusual 600-meter dash Jim 
Weckesser, a long-distance 
sprinter, will compete and will 
not be redshlrted for this year. 
"If we win the meet, fine, but if 
we don't, no big deal," Sink said. 
This is not an exhibition meet, 
though Some athletes are look- 
ing to keep their momentum go- 
ing by grabbing a first or second 
place. 
"We want to be going into the 
MAC meet strong. Some people 
want to prove themselves by try- 
ing to qualify for the NCAA 
national meet," Heitkamp said. 
Adam Rose and Clay don't have 
to worry about the NCAA's. Clay 
will be taking the trip to Indiana- 
polis in the 200-meter dash and 
the 400. Rose qualified easily in 
the shot put and hopes to shoot 
down an excellent Cardinal 
weight team. 
"It's not a practice meet be- 
cause you can still have good 
performances," Sink said. 
With Bowling Green running 
and throwing with confidence, 
this is the last hurdle before the 
big finish All BG is looking to do 
is keep the ball rolling. 
"Things seem to be coming 
together at the right time," Sink 
says. "I think we still have a good 
chance of beating them, but it's 
not our number one priority." 
The focus for the Falcons is to 
stay healthy and gear up for the 
MAC Championship next week- 
end. That shouldn't be hard since 
Bowling Green has steadily 
progressed throughout the In- 
door season. 
BG RADIATOR 
[      NOT JUST RADIATORS! 
We Are Now 
CERTIFIED tof AX 
REPAIR 1 RECHARGE 
•Heater Installation 
[    -Heater Cores 
r    -Water Pumps 
1
    -Gas Tanks 
[    • General Auto Repair 
r      Sales, Installations 
and Repair ■"t 
[
  22 352-5133 WM 
[          520 S. MAPLE ™l 1 ^       BOWLING GREEN ™ 
W999W9WWW99WW 
•    SEND YOUR /==5^\V 
2  VALENTINE nBgraloriVL 
A "Heart-Shaped" "rt^** £ 
m I 
$ § 
# 
IN ANY SIZE 
203 N. Main     W 
FREE DELIVERY ra 
PH. 352-5166    2 
Open for Lunch on (W 
FEBRUARY 14-11 A.M. 'til 1 P.M. S 
^ Any special prlcas apply - Good at all locations, aaaj paw /^t. 
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party • Call for details. *■* """^ ^Lr fffffWffff^lfffff 
verything's Coming Up 
EARTS and FLOWERS 
This Valentine's Day 
let the professional staff 
at Klotz Floral Shop create 
a special design for your 
Valentine. We handle each 
flower to ensure lasting quality 
and to maximize longevity of 
all our floral designs. 
For Your 
One And Only 
Carefully 
arranged or 
wrapped with 
your special 
message 
attached is an 
ideal way to 
say, "I Love You." 
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Joy, frustration mark gymnastics season 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News  
It's been a record season for 
the Falcon gymnastics team. The 
past two meets have seen Bowl- 
ing Green set new records for 
team scoring. Two individual re- 
cords have been set as well. 
The Falcons will try to break 
the team scoring record three 
weeks in a row tonight when they 
visit Eastern Michigan at 7 p.m. 
Despite the record perform- 
ances. Bowling Green's standing 
in dual meets is not the best. The 
Falcons are 1-4 overall and 0-1 in 
the MAC. The team is split be- 
tween joy over their scores and 
frustration over their wins and 
losses. 
"I think the team feels a little 
frustrated and would like to see 
us win some meets," head coach 
Dan Connelly said. "This is a 
really funny sport. You have 
your dual meet record which 
means very little." 
"The overall game plan is not 
to be real concerned about the 
dual meet record, but rather be 
concerned about the actual 
championship itself," Connelly 
said, in reference to the MAC 
Championship in late March. 
Getting a win against the Ea 
gles looks like an uphill battle. 
The Eagles visited and knocked 
off Kent last week 
192.425-192.225. Eastern Michi- 
gan is the current MAC confer- 
ence kingpin with a 4-1 record. 
They have been averaging 
around 191.5 according to Conne- 
lly. 
Eastern Michigan's Kim Miller 
is the MAC Gymnast of the Week. 
She scored a 9.825, and won the 
all-around with a 38.775 at Kent. 
"Eastern Michigan has already 
BG Newt Photo by Jeremy Martin 
The gymnastics team has had a turnaround year, but the wins just haven't come yet. 
beaten Kent," BG freshman Les- 
ley Malucci said. "We were right 
up there with Kent. We had, I 
think, two falls in that meet. I 
think we're right up there with 
them, and if we can hit we can 
beat them." 
Malucci will be one of the Fal- 
cons' key gymnasts. Last week 
she set the team record for une- 
ven parallel bars with a 9.800. 
"I was really surprised, but 
really happy," Malucci said. "I'- 
ve been working towards getting 
higher and higher scores. It's go- 
ing to be hard to get a 9.9 next 
time, but that's my goal." 
Three of the Falcons' top gym- 
nasts - Kim Pope, Heather Fer- 
guson and Sarah Grealis - will 
rest  this  weekend.  Sophomore 
Jackie Haft will return this 
weekend from a shoulder injury. 
"We have a few of our 
strongest people out resting this 
meet," Falcon gymnast Erin 
Klingenberg said. "I still think 
we can score really well because 
we have a fit team." 
Bowling Green will return 
home next weekend for a meet 
against Western Michigan. 
Swimmers to take on Western Kentucky 
By MIKE LEONARD 
The BG News 
The Bowling Green men's 
swim team will finish their dual 
meet season with yet another 
strong challenge. 
Providing the opposition for 
the Falcons will be the Hilltop- 
pers of Western Kentucky. The 
Hilltoppers are coming off a 
meet at Notre Dame which they 
won in the final relay. 
Head coach Randy Julian rea- 
lizes how tough the assignment 
will be for the Falcons. 
"[Western is] coming In with a 
chance to go undefeated for the 
second time in three years," Ju- 
lian said. 
The Hilltoppers will bring a 
strong freestyle contingent to 
Cooper Pool Saturday. Scott 
Cummings will provide strong 
opposition for Brandon Farris 
and Tom Stoltz in the distance 
freestyle events. Mike Ligget 
will lead the Toppers in the 
sprint freestyle events. 
Western presents a hard swim 
for the Falcons, a fact that the 
Falcons have become accus- 
tomed to. Julian, however, makes 
no apologies for presenting the 
team with such a rigorous sched- 
ule. 
"Going up against such high 
caliber teams week In, week out 
is frustrating," Julian said. "It's 
very tough to go through, but we 
have to concentrate on MAC 
Championships, I could make the 
schedule softer, but this team is 
smart and I don't think they 
would appreciate that." 
Speaking of the March MAC 
Championships, Julian said that 
based on recent workouts, the 
team is ready. The team also rea- 
lizes that the drubbing by Ball 
State last week was almost ex- 
pected due to their talent level. 
"The key to the next few weeks 
Is self-discipline. How (the team) 
eats, stays up on their school 
work will have an effect on their 
performance," Julian said. 
The Falcons will hit the water 
at 6 p.m. Saturday at Cooper Pool. 
Women's track to take on two MAC foes 
By BRETT THOMPSON 
The BG News  
One final hurdle remains for 
the Falcon track team before 
they head for the MAC Cham- 
pionships. 
That remaining hurdle is a trip 
to Muncie, Indiana this weekend 
as the BG women's track team 
tries to tackle MAC rivals Ball 
State and Miami. 
Although BG isn't looking past 
this weekend's meet, their focus 
remains on preparing for the 
MAC Championships. 
"We are using this weekend's 
meet at Ball State as a tune-up 
for next weekend's meet. Our 
main goal is to prepare for the 
MAC Championships. A lot of our 
athletes will be running different 
events and some girls who would 
normally run three or four 
events will be running one or 
two," BG coach Steve Price said. 
"We obviously would still like to 
win the meet, but we must look 
towards the MAC. As a result, we 
probably won't score a lot of 
points." 
The Falcons arc coming off a 
strong showing in the All-Ohio 
Championships   at   Kent   State 
University. BG took second ii. 
the meet, placing behind only 
Kent State. 
The meet featured two school 
records and an incredible 20 per- 
sonal records by the Falcons, in- 
cluding three by Becky Barnett 
and two each by Jessica LaFene, 
Nikki Monroe, Ubby Mitchell, 
Kristin Inman, and Emily Yoder. 
Heather Nordgren set a school 
record in the weight throw and 
Shannon Baird set another in the 
pole vault. Nordgren's throw was 
3 centimeters short of the NCAA 
provisional qualifying mark. 
The distance runners also had 
another dominating meet. Renee 
Strayer and Jessica LaFene fin- 
ished first and second in the mile, 
respectively. LaFene added an- 
other second in the 3000 meter 
run. 
Price hopes this improvement 
will spill over to this weekend. 
"We have shown a lot of im- 
provement each meet and I hope 
to see that continue. Hopefully, 
we will peak at the right time for 
the MAC Championships. We 
have had some injuries to our key 
sprinters which has slowed their 
improvement to this point. One of 
• See TRACK, page seven. 
Another Big Ten 
foe is served up 
By RYAN JOHNSON 
The BG News  
The Bowling Green men's 
tennis team might as well ap- 
ply for membership Into the 
Big Ten, as the Falcons will 
take on their third Big Ten foe 
in two weeks on Saturday. 
BG travels to West Lafaye- 
tte to square off with the Pur- 
due Boilermakers. Action is 
slated to start at 6 p.m. at the 
Lafayette Tennis Club. 
After opening the spring 
season with consecutive 
strong outings, the Falcons 
(1-3) struggled last weekend 
against Michigan State and 
Northern Illinois. Overall, the 
BG netters have dropped their 
last three decisions and the 
road ahead doesn't get any 
easier. 
Purdue is clearly the top 
team BG plays this year. The 
Boilermakers return all of the 
players that swept the Falcons 
last year. 
"We really have nothing to 
lose," coach Jay Harris said. 
"This is just a good opportuni- 
ty to learn about ourselves and 
to see what a strong program 
is like." 
The Boilermakers are 
ranked sixth in the region and 
are led by perhaps the top trio 
of sophomores in the nation. 
No. 1 singles player Jaime 
Gordon has won the Region 4 
title and is currently ranked in 
the top 50 players in the na- 
tion. 
Fellow sophomores Chris 
James and Derek Myers are 
also ranked nationally. All 
three Boilermakers competed 
at the Rolex National Intercol- 
legiate Championships, a 
tournament for the top players 
in the nation, last week in Dal- 
las. 
"Purdue is very strong from 
top to bottom," BG netter 
Dave Anderton said. "We just 
need to concentrate on playing 
to our own individual ability." 
Bowling Green relies on the 
leadership of co-captains 
Adam Tropp and Ryan Gabel 
against the Boilermakers. 
Also needed to step up against 
Purdue are senior Joel Ter- 
man, sophomore Matt Wiles 
and Anderton, who anchor the 
middle flights. 
Harris realizes that the Fal- 
cons can bring home some 
positives from West Lafayette 
without having to win. 
"If we compete well menta- 
lly, we could squeak out a big 
win, but this could be a step in 
improving, regardless," Har- 
ris said. "My philosophy is 
that sometimes you have to 
take a step backward to take 
two steps forward." 
BG netters lose 
close one to EKU 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BG News  
Sometimes matches are 
closer than scores Indicate. 
That was the case for the 
Bowling Green women's ten- 
nis team (1-1) In a 8-1 loss to 
Indiana State Friday. 
While it was the Falcons 
first match of the spring 
season, the Sycamores had 
already played three. 
"That was a big difference 
in getting our focus and inten- 
sity back," BG senior Cindy 
Mikolajewski said. "It's 
different playing a real match 
than against teammates." 
Coach Penny Dean blamed 
the loss on first-game jitters. 
"We competed hard," said 
Dean. "But in most cases, we 
need to work on concentration 
and the flow of play for long 
matches. Indiana State is ex- 
tremely tough. They were 
stronger than last year." 
BG junior Jenny Cheung be- 
lieves the team will benefit 
from the match overall. 
"We played well," Cheung 
said. "We just didn't close out 
some points. By the second or 
third match, we should get 
over the nervousness (of play- 
ing in matches)." 
The Falcons hope to get 
even stronger at the Eastern 
Kentucky    Invitational   this 
weekend (Friday through Sat- 
urday) in Richmond, Ken- 
tucky. Besides the Falcons and 
EKU, other teams at the tour- 
ney will be Louisville and 
Southern Illinois. 
This will be the first time 
BG has faced any of these 
teams. 
"Louisville will probably be 
the strongest team there," 
Dean said of the match. "Our 
goal for the tourney is to be- 
come a lot more match-tough 
afterwards. That's needed 
now. Hopefully, our doubles 
will be more In sync." 
"There will be a lot of good 
competition," Mikolajewski 
said. "There will be a lot of 
match play to prepare us for 
the MAC (Mid-American Con- 
ference) season." 
"This weekend will be a test 
of our mental toughness," 
Cheung said. "We should fin- 
ish strong." 
A strong finish might lead to 
good things in terms of the 
MAC. 
In the fall season, the Fal- 
cons finished no lower than 
third in invitationals. Among 
those finishes was first at the 
Zips Intercollegiates at Akron 
and second at the Ohio Inter- 
collegiate championships in 
Columbus, Ohio. BG hopes to 
continue good things in invita- 
tionals this weekend. 
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Come here... 
We want to see you at the next meeting of 
The Society of 
Profess ion a 
Journalists 
Come and join us on Feb. 18th at 9:30 p.m. in 203 
West Hall. BGSU's own Dr. )im Foust will be 
speaking about current issues in media law. 
We'll also tell you what we're all about...so come 
and join us on Feb. 18th! 
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CCHA Standings 
w I T Pis GF GA 
Michigan (26-2-3)                   17 2 2 36 m SO 
Lake Superior (18- 1M)          14 6 3 31 94 78 
Miami (20-9-1)                        14 6 1 29 89 61 
Michigan State (17-9-3)          13 5 3 29 82 SS 
Western Michigan (13-13-4)   9 9 4 22 74 80 
Bowling Green (14-13-3)         9 11 3 21 90 95 
Ohio State (10-22-0)                8 IS 0 16 77 116 
Ferris State (11-19-2)             7 14 1 15 70 98 
Alaska-Fairbanks (10-20-0)    6 18 0 12 80 117 
Notre Dame (8-21-1)               5 16 1 11 63 84 
Friday's Came* 
Lake Superior at Ferris State 
Miami at Michigan State 
Notre Dame at Michigan i A/M r^i 
St. Norbert at Alaska-Fairbanks sb 
Saturday's Games . ►r Lake Superior at Michigan State •» 
Miami at Ferris State 
Notre Dame at Michigan 
SL Norbert at Alaska-Fairbanks 
Western Michigan at Bowling Green 
Sunday's Game 
Bowling   Green   at   Ohio   State   (non- 
league) 
NBA Standings 
N»A Glance. Sub-Sa>lidlr*ja*y The Asenrieled 
Proa 
fASIBIN OOMtJlTMCI 
Astalk OrvWori 
W     [.       Pet. GB 
Miami 38     12      .760 - 
New York 36     14      .720 2 
Orlando 24     22      J22 12 
Washington 22     26      .458 IS 
NawJeraey 14     34      .292 23 
Philadelphia 12     36      .250 25 
Boston 11     37     XB 26 
Central Division 
Chicago 43    6        .878 - 
Detroit 35     13      .729 7.5 
Atlanta 32     IS      .681 10 
Charlotte 30    20      .400 115 
Cleveland 27     22      .551 16 
Indiana 23    25      .479 19.5 
MilWaukee 22     26      .458 20.5 
Toronto 17    31      .354 25.5 
WESIBtNCCMH HENCE 
MhKwet DhMon 
W     L        Pet. GB 
Utah 34     14      .708 - 
Houston 33     16      .673 1.5 
Minnesota 23    26      .469 US 
Dalles 16     29      JS6 16.5 
Denver 16    33      J27 18S 
SKI Antonio 12    35      .255 21.5 
Vancouver 10    43       189 265 
Pacific Division 
LAUkers 36     13      .735 - 
Seattle .«     IS      .688 25 
Portland 26     23      531 10 
LA. Clippers 20     25      .444 14 
Sacramento 21     29      .420 155 
Golden State 17     29      -170 17.5 
Phoenix 18     32      J60 IRS 
Thursdays Games 
Late Games Not Included 
New York 107. Philadelphia 92 
Miami 106, Indiana 90 
Golden State at Dallas, (n) 
LA lakers at Denver, (n) 
Portland at Utah, (n) 
LA Clipper* at Sacramento, (n) 
TRACK  
Continued from page six. 
my priorities Is to get them ready 
for next weekend." Price said. 
The injured sprinters Price 
mentioned are Clarice Gregory 
and Kaleitha Johnson. Although 
both have placed nigh for the 
Falcons this year, neither has yet 
been at full strength. 
If the Falcons continue to exhi- 
bit the desire and determination 
they have shown to this point in 
the season. Price likes their 
chances of a MAC championship. 
"Right now, Eastern Michigan 
NHL Standings 
National Hockey lesgue 
■y The Associated FT™. 
Al Times ESI 
EASTERN CONK HENCE 
Atantk Division 
W   I     T     Pel 
Florida 28   15   13   69 
Philadelphia 30   16  8     68 
NY. Rangers        28   22   7     63 
Newjersey 27   17  9     63 
Washington 22   27  6     50 
NY. Islanders       18   28   10   46 
TampaBay 19   28   6     44 
Northeast Division 
W   I     T     Pli 
Buffalo 29   19  9     67 
Pittsburgh 30   20  3     65 
Montreal 21   27   11   53 
Hartford 21   26   7     49 
Ottawa 18   24   12   48 
Boston 20   29   7     47 
WBTW CONFERENCE 
Central Division 
W   I     T     P» 
Dallas 32   21   4     68 
Detroit 26   18   10   62 
St. Louis 26   25   6     58 
Phoenix 25   27   4     54 
Chicago 21   27   8     SO 
Toronto 21   34   1     43 
Pacific Division 
WITH 
Colorado 33   14   8     74 
Edmonton 28   23   5     61 
Vancouver 25   28   2     52 
Anaheim 22   28   6     SO 
Calgary 22   28   6     SO 
SanJoae 20   29   6     46 
Los Angeles 19   31   6     44 
Thursday's Games 
Larr Games Not li .eluded 
Hartford at New Jersey, 7:30 (n) 
Ottawa at Philadelphia, 7:30 Cn I 
San Jose at Chicago, 8 JO (n) 
N. Y. Rangers at St. Louis, 8 JO (n) 
Colorado at Phoenix. 9 (n) 
Edmonton at Calgary, 9:30 (n) 
Toronto at Los Angeles, 10:30 (n) 
G» GA 
161 128 
173 136 
197 158 
142 130 
144 152 
154 167 
142 168 
GF  GA 
159 141 
206 173 
185 210 
157 177 
151 161 
160 196 
appears to be the class of the 
MAC, but Kent, Ball State and 
our team are not far behind. We 
plan on winning the MAC, but we 
will have to beat three great 
teams to do it," Price said. 
Ball State won the MAC indoor 
championship last season, so 
beating them will not be an easy 
task. But the constantly- 
Improving Falcons will definitely 
be ready for the challenge on 
Saturday. 
ATTENTION 
STUDENTS: 
There will be a student 
ticket pick-up for the 
Saturday February 22 
men's basketball game 
vs. Toledo. Tickets are 
still free to students 
with a valid BGSU ID. 
[^EM.^ 
Staying Home for 
Spring Break? 
Take part In the Undergraduate Alumni 
Association's Extern Experience to 
make Alumni contacts and gain practical 
experience in your major field. Students 
will be matched with Alumni and 
complete a 20-30 hour extemshlp In 
areas In Ohio and across the country. 
An Informational meeting about the 
Extern Experience will be held February 
25 at 9:15 p.m. In room 101 BA. Any 
Questions? Call 372-2701. 
I 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
REJUVENATE THROUGH 
CONTROL LED CHAOS 
Come see BGSU AJumnua Dam] Cotoman 
present the workshop 
CREATIVITY THROUGH CONTROLLED 
CHAOS' 
Sunday February 16 
■I 2pm 
Otacamp 101A 
open and free lo all students 
sponsored by RSA 
Call 3726165 Ipf more details 
Advertising Club Meeting 
Mon. February 17 
ai&pmin 101 BA 
Speaker: Steve Mrxkensfutrn 
Topic: Graphic Design 
New Members VVeioornel 
BG 24 NEWS rs back on the atr 
Wood County's only T V news source 
Slucfco crew and reporting positions 
are open contact 372-2907 (or into. 
Coma and Hike the Great Outdoors' 
Appalachian Trail Spring Break Trip 
North Carolina. March ?1 30 
$150- Bursar able 
Includes all equipment. T-shirt, and compass- 
Sign-up Fab. 10-20 In the UAO office, 330 
Union. For more into call 2-7164. sponsored by 
UAO 
Come lo the 
■uekveee OpportunHlaa Eipotlt 
College ol Business Administration 
Monday, February 17,1907 
1:00-3.-00 p.m. 
2nd Floor lounge. BA 
Pleas* attend If... 
You are considering a major In business. 
You need more information about business 
specialization*. You want  to team more 
about  career  opportunltlee   In   business. 
You wsni to learn more about student busi- 
ness) organizations. You want to bo eligible 
for prizes snd giveaways 
Go see the UAO Weekend Movies every Fri- 
day & Saturday at S and 11 pm in Otsc 111 tor 
a chance to win a FREE UAO Spring Break 
Trip. The drawing wil be held March 1 st. 
Go to a "Creative Dating Seminar' On Sunday 
Feb. 10 in Otsc 111 For a chance to win a tree 
UAO Spring Break trip. The drawing will be 
held March 1 it. 
Golden Key Members' 
Next Meeting: Feb. 189 00pm 
BArm.102 
Sao you there I 
Help 'Change the View' 
Join UAO: The major programming 
organizanon at BGSU 
Publicity Meetings 
Mondayi.9 15pm 330Union 
Questions?Contact Jodi Pratt ©372-2343 
All majors welcome 
Homecoming Retreat 
Sun. Feb 16.1-opm. 
MileD Alumni Center 
All Homecoming Charpersons & 
Committee members are invited 
II you plan to attend pleas* till out a 
oommrttse member form in the UAO office. 
330 Union Questions? Call 2-7164. 
Sponsored by UAO 
MANDATORY MEETING! 
Attention Elementary Education Majors" 
Fall 1997 Methods Registration Meeting 
Tuesday. February 18 
4:00- 5:30pm 
115 Education Building 
Trip - Henry Ford Museum 
Saturday Feb 22, leave & 8 00am 
Detroit. Ml 
$7 without transportation ft $9 with transporta- 
tion. Sign up Fab l0-l9intheUAOoffic*.33O 
Union. Questions? Call 2-7164 sponsored by 
UAO  
USG-USG-USG-USG 
Applications and Petitions fro PresvVice Pros 
and At Large Senators will be made available 
on Monday Feb. 10. If you are interested 
please come to 404 Student Services or call 
our office at 372-8116. 
You are Invited to a 
Lunch Time Chat tor 
Black History Month,! 
'Achieving our Personal Goals 
through the Arts' 
presented by Dr. Man/ Howard-Hamilton 
Campus Room, University Union 
Tuesday, February 18,1997 
11:45am -12:45pm. FREE 
Cookies and punch will be provided' 
COUPLES 
TOMORROW, 
during halflime of the 
Women's and Men's 
Basketball games 
There will be a drawing for: 
• dinner for 2 at Kaufman's 
a dozen roses from Myle's flowers, 
• balloons from Ben Franklin. 
Look for the table to register. 
Must be present to win 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
NEW BUILDINGS 
FOR 1997! 
Campbell Hill 
Apartments 
2 bedrooms, furnished 
451 Frazee Avenue 
3 large bedrooms, air 
conditioning, dish washers, 
microwaves, and fireplaces 
E. Wooster        352-0717 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
too free minutse 
II9 90 pet mono. 
CsllTsdek lor deals 
419-356-2005 
Monay tor cossge. Wa can hasp you obtain 
lundmg Thousands ot swards available lo as 
studanti. Immodlats qusliflcstlon 
1 800-851 1393.  
Prsgnant? 
Fraa Pregnancy Tests Confidential A Canng 
354 4673. BG Prsgnancy Center. 
Sawing Alterations, sic. 
Launa 
354-1008 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!" draws ft '■* 
echolerehlpa svsUsbie from aponaoratll las ' h 
prepeymeras, eeerffl ttlCaatl tor es«- , 
leoettS For Into 1 -SCO-241 2415 
PERSONALS 
$M SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
Boardwalk Beach Resort • Panama Cny's 
Spring Break Headquarters Only $20 Par Per 
sonl Restrictions Apply. 1-800-M4-4888. 
■ DG • DG • DG • DG • 
Hay DO's Gel your 
swimsuits ready for 
this weekend I Anchor Sola eh 
IS finally here1 
• DG • DG • DG • DG * 
•DG-DG'DGTM* 
Congrats to our 1007 Rho Chi8 Jaime Carr. 
Jen Hedrk*. and Krisien Nichol. DG ia proud 
otyoul 
•DG-DGTX3-DG- 
AOD-KA'AOO-KA 
Alpha Gamma Delta would like 
lo thank the gentleman ol Kappa Alpha 
lor the kissing carnations. 
You guys were great' 
AOD-KA'AOO-KA 
ALL KALE REVIEW 
Checkers Pub 
Feb. 17,7-tOom 
352-0837 
AOD'AOR'Aotl 
Hey ACHIS 
Get excited lor 'Nuts snd Bolts: 
The Perfect Fir Saturday Night 
at Uptownl 
AON'AOII'AOH 
BE NAMED THE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR BY USG! 
USG will be swarding the 
USG    ORGANIZATION   OF   THE    YEAR 
AWARD' 
to the organuaDon that best displays how 
they have benefitied the BGSU 8 
Bowling Green community 
To enter: -submit a 5 to 10 min. video to 
USG displaying their accomplishments A 
strengths at BGSU 4 In BO. 
Top 3 videos wil be shown at USG's lit AN- 
NUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET. MARCH 5 in 
front of administrators, faculty and fellow Uni- 
versity org members. 
'Si 5 donation to DANCE MARATHON is re- 
quired to enter. Videos A donations (checks 
made payable to USG) can be sent ID the USG 
office in 404 Student ServiOBS. 
■Deadline la Feb. 21. For more Into, call 
172-S026. or J72-8118. 
USG—USG"USG 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK! 
A student only motet. 
Break away to the hottest action In Florida 
where guys meets girls! NEW motel on the 
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging, 
beach volleyball, free MTV. Pool a wetbar 
open 24 hours, b.y.O.b. Free gold card wrth 
check-In. Don't be Istl out ot this Spaclel 
Promotion!    http:/rwww oaytons-lnn.com. 
CALL 1-800482-001*. 
DaarLynss, 
From the vary osoinning. you have touched my 
heart 
with your amazing beauty, both inside anS out. 
From your touch, smse. warmth, and love you 
havs 
made mo realize how lucky a person I am. 
From Toledo to Bowling Green. Kansas to Flor- 
ida. 
and Sylvenia ID Akron, you have turned good 
Omss 
into evsrleslng memorise. 
From now and beyond, I wsi always core. love. 
treat. 
and support you ss Sis most special person In 
my Iris. 
From the bottom ol my heart. I wish you s 
Happy Valentine's Day" 
Love You Always. Josh 
Dear Mom, 
Boy. do I miss your horns cooked rneetsi But 
guess what, the reaps you submitted to tie 
Tssts of Home Contest worn Dining Services 
will be serving it FREEMlo students on Febru- 
ary 14. from 11am -2pm. 
Love. Angel 
PS. Please Send Money 
Do you feel ansloue when speaking In pub- 
lic or In the ctsseroomTBnet workshops on  • 
ipeach aruuety srs now being ottered FREE   1 
through a study being conducted in tie Ospt. of 
Psychology  Cat! 372-2540 for more Interma- 
'.- 
| 
A" 
Eat in, pick up, or we wil 
deliver a 14" one item Heart Shaped Plaza 
on Valentine's Day tor only 8.50 
Campus Poayeyea' 352-883* 
E r^oy A Summer Of Enrichment A Fun III 
'A Summer in Mexico Program' 
4 weeks in Gusdslsjsrs and 2 m Mexico City 
6nrs credit in two courses on Mexican culture. 
There uj no substitute tor positive experience 
than ID travel through cultural realities of An- 
cient and Modem Mexico  For more informa- 
tion call Professor Andrade 372-7110 
OOVT FORECLOSED homes from pennies 
on»1 
Delinquent Ten. Repo's. REOs. Your Ares 
Tol Free (1) 800-218-0000 Ext. H-2078 for 
current listings. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUF CO REC 
WHIFFLE BALL - FEB. 28; W.M. * CO-REC 
VOLLEYBALL - MARCH 5. ALL ENTRIES 
ARE DUE BY 4.00PM IN 130 PERRY FELD 
HOUSE 
KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA   . 
SIGMA 
The Brother s ol Kappa Sigma would like to 
congratulate the Kappa Aloha's on their 
new charter Good luck1 
KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA 
SIGMA ' 
KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA 
SIGMA 
The Brothers ol Kappa Sigma would like to 
wish everybody e Happy Valentine's Day! Get 
ready lo 'Rock Around the Clock* this Fri.l 
KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA   SIGMA   KAPPA 
SIGMA 
Kevin 
Thenk you tor the csmsoon 
You're a wonderful addition to the lamtly 
Lorl1' 
KKG'KKG'KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG'KKG'KKG-     •   ... 
KKG 
Roses are red. violets are blue 
I know who your date is, do you? 
It may be a lover, or even a rnend ,   "    l 
fl you are struck by the arrow. 
the possibilities oont end. 
They may be an independent. 
they may be Greek. 
So play Cupid on Friday and you shaJI seek! 
KKG,KKG"KKG-KKG,KKG-KKG-KKG"KKG' 
KKG 
AI'A ATA Al A  ATA  AI A Al A 
Congratulations to the members of 
Alpha Gamma Delta who made the 
Dean's List 
Martie Coyle 
Dawn Fesmier 
Dana Hampton 
Cynthia Kent 
Kim Krouser 
Emily Lauer 
AI'A AI'A A 
Kim Morrow 
Jennie Rospert 
Julie Spreng 
Aimee White 
Diane Valine w 
AI A Al A 
Taste & Vote for Your Favorite BGSU 
Taste of Home Recipe 
IfLove (Jrom 9-fome ^f 
February 14,1997 
Time: 11:00 am - 2:00 pm 
at Commons, Founders, Kreischer, and 
McDonald Dining Halls 
V Check Your Favorite 
Choose Only One 
□ V Marble Square V 
Heather L. Jenney 
□ •/Applesauce Puffs*** 
Kelly Whittington 
I—k ¥ Squash Casserole •/ 
□ □ 
Amy Wettergreen 
V Easter Meat Pie*/ 
Nick and Tony Azzarello 
•«» Sausage Breakfast Casserole •# 
Nate Workman 
*Taste of Home Recipe Contest Sponsored by 
BGSU Dining Services 
page eight The BG News Friday, February 14, 1997 
KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG- 
KKQ 
CongraaMBOraJeeeica Arquetle on your 
pearling lo Eric Marco W> love youl 
KKG'KKG'KKG^KKG-KKG-KKG'KKG-KKG* 
ma 
Now available .1 CoMgia- Conneccon 
•craenprirMng 
Small or largo oro»nj 
Lowest prices m nwn I 
531 ROgeSl 352 8333 
SPWNO IREAK PANAMA CITY KACH 
FLORIOA SANOPIPtR BEACON KACH 
RESORT 1 POOLS. 1 INDOOR POOL. 
HUGE ■EAOHSIDE HOT TUB. SUITES UP 
TO 10 PEOPLE. TIKI KACH BAR, HOME 
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEO PARTY. 
FREE INFO 1-t00-4tl-BI2l. 
WWW.SANOPIPERSEACON.COH 
TURNING POINTS 
An Informational diecueaion group 
About MBng disorders, weight Issues 
! normal eelmg 
Beginning Wed. Feb. t» 
Meets 3:3O-S:00prri 
To regisier caH 372 2081 
Co-aponaorad by Counseling Can tar 
a Student Heal Hi Service 
PARALLAX VIEW 
Tom Gorman 
DEMETRIUS STEINMETZ 
Live al Sufficient Grounda 
Cneket Waat (near Weslgala) 
Sal. Fab 15 al 8 30 
USG-USG-USG 
USG cordially invitee all member* ot 
the University community to : 
usove let Annual UMvanSy briquet 
March 5, Lenhert Orand Ballroom. 7pm 
Coal la |12 par parson & is bunamMa 
Dnnerwtl be provided a all proceeds wil 
be donatod to DANCE IMRATHON. 
1
 Coma see video presentations about Univers 
ity organizaoonsi USG will be awarding THE 
USG   ORGANIZATION   Of   THE  YEAR A- 
WARDI 
' An award WHI be given to the organization 
with trie moat members in attendancel 
Pleaee RSVP by Fab 21 
For more into. cat the USG office 
at372 8116 or 372 8026 
USG-USG-USG" 
USG-USG-USG -USG 
Applications and Petitions tor PreyVio* Prea 
and At-large Senators wil be made available 
on Monday. Feb.10. H you are mteresled. 
please coma to 404 Student Services or call 
our office al 372 8116 
USG    USG    USG    USG 
Wanted 100 students Lose 8 lo 100 lbs New 
metabolism breakrirougri. Dr. recommended 
Guaranteed 130 cost. Free Gift. 
1 800-43S-7S91 
If what happened 
on your inside 
happened on your 
outside, would 
you still smoke? 
Woman's Self Esteem Group 
Meeting Weekly 
BuldSerl Esteem 
Become more Assertive 
Reduce Stress 
Strengthen Relationships 
Promote a Balanced L ile 
Call 372-9355 
Cantor tor Wellneas A Prevention 
'B.Cj. Antiques 
SALE 
10% OFF «v»r)ntiing •ocapt coin* 
Now through Tab.   28 
•50'», 60's, 70'$ room 
•Affordable antique* & collectibles 
3 rooms ful 
Including: Furniture, Indian A/rowhoads, 
books, coins, music boxes. 
194 S. Main 
(sown ol Grounds lor Thought) 
M-W11-oTh-So.il-8 
353-6300 
WANTED 
Guitar Player. Into Jeff Beat, looking tor 
baas player A drummer to iam. CaR Chris 
838-3823 
Falcon Sports on 
WBGU Radio 
Saturday, February 15 
Woxon's Basketball 
Pregome 12:45-1:00 
vs. Eastern Michigan ot 1:00 
MM1! Baskatball 
vs. Eastern Michigan ot 6:00 
On-Tha-Mna 
6:00-6:45 
Hoclcoy 
Pregome 6:45-7:00 
vs. Western Michigan 
7:00-10:00 
Sunday, February 16 
Hockey 
Pregome 2:45-3:00 
vs. Ohio State 3:00-6:00 
88.1 
WBGU 
SAUDER* 
READY TO GOt 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS 
COMPUTERS DESKS 
BEDROOMS BOOKCASES 
END TABLES CEDAR CHESTSl 
Tolcvo's Urges' Selection, 
10* OFF ALL REG. PRICE 
ITEMS W/ BGSU I.D. 
BannBr 
EXPRESS FURNITURE 
3337 Monroe Si. (only) 
Open Daily 10 to 7 
Closed Sunday      Phone 244-3751 
The Finest Beef 
Served Anywhere. 
I L. 
ANGUS 
BEEF* 
146 North Main   Bowling Green 
MODERN LIVING STARTS 
WITH A PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY TEAM! 
MAKE YOUR SEARCH EASY WITH 
NEWLOVE RENTALS: 
• No Parental Guarantee 
• Professional Management 
• Full-Time Maintenance Service 
• Recyclable Bins Available 
NEWL°VE 
Rentals 
32^^air^OurOnlyOffice^ 
/       » 
352-5620 
Help me I need lo go homel 
Sublease ASAP 3 bdrrn house 
w/2 other females Washer ft dryer 
$17S>mo Ask for Deb or Jeoelle 
354-3106 
Si tier needed. 2-3 atarxens/WMk 
lor 2 school-age children. 
Perr/tburg area. References 
reqd, caH before 1 pm. 872-6262. 
SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED Nice 
house very dose K> campus CaH 352-9777 lor 
dsBUs! 
Wanted: summer subiaasar. One bedroom 
furnished apt. 3 btocfca from campus on Marw- 
lle.CeJITrab, 354-1459.  
HELP WANTED 
HOOO's POSSIBLE REAOMO BOOKS. Pan 
Time. Al Home. Toll Free (1) 600 218 9000 
EKI.R-2076 lor Listings. 
$1500 weekly potential mailog our circulars. 
No eipenence required Begin now. For info 
cal 301-429-1326. 
Are you Looking for sates/marketing experi- 
ence? Student Publications is currently taking 
applications tor sales representatives. Posi- 
tions require 15-20 hours per week ft last from 
mid-April through June Gam valuable profes- 
sional sales eipenence selling print advertising 
A earn in excess of $2000 m lOweeks. Stop by 
204 West Hail lor an application or call Toby al 
372-0430 for more information.  
Best Sales Job in Bowling Green 
this sprmg/summer 
Student publications is now accepting applica 
Dons for advertising sales representatives 
Earn great money A gem valuable sales eipe- 
nence. Postitons require 15-20 hours per 
week ft last from Mid April through June. Slop 
by 204 West Hall for an application or call Toby 
at 372-0430 lor more ^formation. 
CAMP WAYNE (sister hai! of brolher/sisler 
camp. Northwestern Pennsylvania. 6/23 - 
r 8/20/97) Have the most memorable sum- 
mer ol your Mel Directors needed tor Drama. 
Fine Arts. Sports. Camping/Nature Counsel- 
ors lor. Tennis. Sports. Golf. Set Defense. 
Gymnasncs. Dance, Cheerieadmg. Ropes. 
Guitar. Bank. Sculpture. Drawmg/Pamrjng, 
SJksoeen. Ceramics. Swimming (WSI Pre- 
ferred). Sailing. Waierskiing. Other staff: 
Dnver/VidewPrrOtooraphy. Head Chef and 
Assistant Chef. Kitchen positions. Office per- 
sonnel. On Campus Inlerviews February iSth 
Call 1-eOO-279-30i9for information 
COUNSELORS,    COACHES,    ACTIVITY 
LEADERS 
CAMP STARLIGHT has good positions now 
lor outgoing, enthusiasDC SOPHS, JRS, SRS. 
GRADS as cabin leaders ft instructors m 
Baseball, Basketball. Lacrosse, Roller Hockey. 
Swimming. Sailing, Water Skiing, Canoeing, 
Tennis. Radio/Video. Ropes Course. Arts ft 
Crafts. Ceramics, Nature. Dance Leading co- 
ed camp in Mis of PA. Warm, friendly atmos- 
phere, extensive fatalities (6/21-6/21) Field 
worK/intemships encouraged Salary * travel 
allowance For application, cad 600-223-5737 
or write 1B Onion St. Matvemo, NY 11565 
COUNSELORS   INSTRUCTORS needed! 
100 positions! Coed summer camp   Pooono 
Mis.. PA Good salary/ppsi (906) 669-3339 
Entry Level Unix Systems/IP Network 
Administration Opening Lima, OH area. 
Al graduaies/majors encouraged to apply 
E-mail: resume@network1 .net 
Fax: 419-736-6043 Snail Marl FNG. 
PO Box 1662, Wapakoneta, OH 45695 
Evening Part-time telephone help, Our office, 
6 00-9 30 M - Thurs CaH353-6093 
Gen. labor for properVee near campus 
Flex. hrn. Call 3534325. 
Office cleaning m Penysburg. 
i5toi8rws per week. Own transportation 
required Call 352-5822 or 472 2963 
Pi time wartperson needed at BG Country 
Club Must be able to work some lunches. Ap- 
ply in person at 923 Fatrview. 352-3100. 
The Student Orgamzason Womyn for Womyn 
is now accepting applications lor the position of 
Co-Cordinaay. Pleaee call 2-2281 lor more 
into or drop off a letter of inlent in 450 Student 
Services  
FOR SALE 
si Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parly 
Crusel e Days $2791 Includes All Meals. Par- 
Ms « Taassl Greal Beaches a l*ghtJilel 
Leaves from Fl. Lauderdalel spnngbroak- 
travel com 1 800-678-6386  
•1 Awesome Florida Spring Break1 Panama 
Cily1 Room With Knchen Near Bars 11191 Day 
tons Best Location $1301 Florida's New Hots- 
poiCocoa Beach Hilton $1601 .pnngbreak- 
trsvel com 1 900-678-6386 
01 Awesome Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break 
Specials' 7 MghB Air« Hotel From $4201 Save 
$150 On Food. Drinks $ Free Pargetl 111% 
Lowest Price Guaranteel springbreak- 
travel com 1 800 678 6386.  
1000 Olds Calais 
2 Door. AC. cruise. CO Player A 
Sunroof. 60.000 miles 
$3990 caH 3534061 
Cable Desc.ambler Kit 
$14 95 - See ALL The channels 
1 (800) 752-1389 
For sale '85 Plymouth Honzon. Make offer. 
353 6619 ask lor BJ 
FOR SALE: Full sue RErRIGERATOR/KEG 
COOLER lap & lank incl $150 or make oiler. 
354-0091; leave message. 
MUST SELL COMPUTER! 
Macintosh LC-II complete wirh pnnter 
$600orbesiofler 
352-9317 
PowerBook 160 12/120/14 4,$610 
Other models available 
Call Paul at 353-7285 
Snowbtower. only used once $300 '84 Chevy 
Chevene. does not run. new battery $500 
352-7657 or 352-0783 alter 4:00 pm 
SNOWBOARD «4 Burton Air 6 1 malcfang 
Burton Air bindings A Burton Travel Bag. wen 
maintained, $350 OBO. 372-3641. 
FOR RENT 
•• Ranting Ful " 
Apts* Houses 
•7-M School Year 
316 E Marry 4 
630 N Summit 
1-2bedrooms 
for 1-4 students 
Also Rooms avad and mc 
Listing Avail 24 Hrs 
316 E   Merry (3 
Or Call 3534325 
from9a m to9prn 
1 housemate needed, own room. May to May 
lease. $l55/mo. Close lo campus. Call Chns 
or Elan 354-1013. 
12 month leases starting May 1997: 
408    E    Court    18 1BR    Duples-1 per- 
son $345.Unl 
600 Fifth St -2BR Hom»2person.$480.Util 
Steve Smith 352 8017 (no calls afler 8pm) 
CoilgraliilatioilS 
on your 
lavaliering 
fen & <PauC! 
Love: Jen, Jodi 
Laura, Laura, Erin 
>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦< 
CHARLESTON APARTMENTS! 
AND 
MID AM MANOR 
• NOW RENTING • 
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance 
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and 
water Included, air conditioning 
,,   641 Third St Apt.4, B.G. Resident Manager 358*380 ►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
IX IX IX X\ IX IX EX i\ i.X IX £X   EX EX EX 
SIGMA CHI 
Congratulates 
NEW INITIATES 
Ben Murray 
Adarn Miesi: 
Daviifimarch 
Franz SttSvens 
Sean Tominey 
Hrariilon Towne 
Steve Weincouff 
Denny Collins 
Mike Ceraghty 
Aaron Hale 
Dan Johnson 
Jason Kocad 
James Lynch 
Jason McCarthy 
NEW PLEDGES 
James Black 
Nick Buff a 
Seth Constien 
Keith Filipkowski 
Michael KeUey 
IX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX 1\   EX EX E,\ 
2 bdrm. apl. Al utilities paid 
Close lo campus. $45<Vmo. 
Call 352 5475 
704 St) Si " 2 boVm furnished " leasing for 
feJI "97 (9 or 12 mo } tor summer only 1600 " 
352 3445 between 9am & 9pm. 
Avail. lor RentAuQ 1."97 
Close loUniv Yea/ lease req'd 
-3 bdrm home exc. oood 1650 
718 3rd Street 
3 bdrm apt 443 N. Enterprise $550 
-1 bdrmapi 443N Enterprise 1300 
€•11686-4651 Apfotnimenlsonfy 
DIG REKTALS - A' of our units are wiltiin 2 
blocks of campus  Now rennng for faff, attrac- 
tive wed-maintained units: 
604 E WOOSTERSpacioui duple* located 
directly  across from  campus   Upper  unit ? 
bdmvmax occup 4 Reserved pa/king 
234 S COLLEQE/2 bdrm house max occup 4 
Reserved parking. 
•50 SCOTT HAMILTOfwtxceptionalfy nice 2 
bdrm uruts-max occup 4 per unit. Laundry taai ■
luea/ail units air cond Reserved parking 
Call D A G Rentals al (419) 287-3233 and ask 
forEvaor EHie. 
For  Rent:  3 bdrm apl.  w/ 2 car garage, 
$520/mo ♦ u«. 12 mo. lease starting. May 97 
r4opeu. Caf. between 4pm • 8pm weekdays. 
354^146 
For Rent: 
1, 2, or 3 bdrm, apts   on University Lane A 
Cough 
1 bdrm furnished at M7 S Prospect 
3 bdrm house at 226 Lehman 
3 bdrm house at 248 Troup 
2 bdrm house at 132 Ada 
2 bdrm house al 829 Fifth 
Avail. 6/1/97.1 yr. lease cal 352-9371 
Free Feb. rani. Female aubleaser needed im- 
mediately. 2 blocks from campus. $l55/mo. 
plus ual. 354-8271  
House tor Rent. 730 Elm 
Cteen 2 BR house near 9th St  Rent 400/mo 
collected   quarterly.   Tenants   pay   all   uti- 
Dea,sec.dep.parental   guarantee   raq     CaH 
354-2854 to view. Available immerlaiery 
HOUSE FOR RENT/ROOM & BOARD. 2 
STORY 4 BEDROOM HOME 6 MILES FROM 
BGSU LOCATED IN WATERVILLE BUILT-W 
SWIMMING POOL. .JACUZZI. EXERCISE 
ROOM. 2 FULL BATHROOMS, PLENTY OF 
STORAGE SPACE $300 PER MONTH. 
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL. FREE MOVE- 
IN. AND FREE OUT. (419) 878-37'77 
Houeee tor Rent The foHowtng houses are for 
rent for 97-96 school year All 1? mo. leases. 
tenants pay all ML, sec dep . parental guar- 
antee raq no pets. 
1. 316 Rtdge Rear    1 BR apartment 2 blocks 
from campus Avail. 5/16/97. Rent $275/mo. 
collected quarterly. Phone 353-4071 ask ten- 
ants to view. 
2. 233 W. Kerry  4 BR large house, must have 
4  unrelated  tenants.  Avail   8/18/97.  Rent 
$780/rno collected quarterly Stop by and ask 
tenants to view 
3. 734 Elm Large 3 BR, 2 bath house. Avail 
8/16/97  Rent $780/mo collected quarterly. 
Phone 354 6114 ask tenants lo view 
For more Information or to sign a lease, 
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854. 
Locstly owned end managed.  
Houses/1 A 2 bdrm furn apts. year. 9 mo, A 
summer leases 352-7454 
PANAMA CITY BEACH FL 
BOOK DIRECT & SAVE! 
MAMS from $22 a night 
from $25 
anight 
tvctiiMttyUtld 
umaumkui! 
stay here am party here. Two MtdeTom 
lwW» *Wi a party raVilLaJb rijrc; In the 
mid*, free keg petty on antal. Beer per- 
tks mghtiV. IVe tank day 1 num. hot root 
a roe and reggae, sex an tJw Deatfi and bkn 
contests, wro hot aancsrooms. Wer ox » 
1-800-874-7101 
PttK per psnon txnM en run ca 
DISCOVER CARD 
SPRING 
BREAK 
II Pays To Discover! Use Your 
Discover Card And Save Up To $251 
To Apply For A Card, 
CaH 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO. 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise $279 
6 Days-All Meals-Free PartiorT 
•Includes Taxes 
Cancun $399 
7 Nights-Air.Hotel-SavG $150 
on Food A Drinks 
Jamaica       $419 
7 Nights-Air .Hotel-Save $150 
on Food a Drinks 
Florida $119 
7 Nights-Panama City. OaytorTa 
S Cocoa Beach 
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year! 
1-800-678-6386 
Large rum or unfurn. i bdrm upper duplei with 
outside balcony $475/mo. mclud. ubl. Petsal 
lowed, sakMne TV opbon. Averi. for Fall *97 
354-7257  
Male - Female Summer Sublessor needed. 
Own Room in 4 bdrm house Close to campus 
353^5190   
Now accepting Rental ApHicaoons (or Fall And 
Summer leases Call 354 8800 
Now Renting Rooms 
Spnng Semester 
Call 353-0325 
One A Two bdrm apts. available University 
Courts A University Village located at dough 
and Mercer CaH 352-0164 
Sublessor Needed Now 
One bedroom studio apts All util tncl Furns 
tti our own furniture (we are moving out ot 
BG). 19 inch color TV as tree gift. Monthly rent 
$250 (originally S20O, stril negotiable) Avail Ql 
July. Extension is also avail Great place to live 
tor a couple. Call Tony or Rebecca at 352-6313 
or leave message.  
Subleasers Needed NOW" 
2 bdrm. 2 oarjvoom. $450Vmonth. Avail DlAu- 
gusi CaH 353-2189  
Warned One roommate for 97-98 year. Nee. 
clean, good bldg. Call 353-3321. Ask lor Mike. 
VALENTINES 
Delta Tau Delta 
Wishes a Happy Valentine's Day 
to our house Sweetheart 
Crisis Daniel 
Delta Tau Delta 
Happy Birthday A Valentine's Day. 
Matthew Gon/aiea You may be tar away 
but you are soil my Valentine birthday 
boy Love ya, Hope 
jMhlM. 
Happy Valentine's Day 
I LOVE YOU" 
Love, Lisa 
Management Inc. 
353-5800 
New New New New New 
Hillsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats, 
very spacious, 9 foot ceilings, 
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 month 
lease. Starts at $600. 
Management Inc. 
New New New New New 
Hillsdale Apts., Large studios 
high vaulted ceilings, unique 
floor plans and car ports. 12 
month lease starts at $350. 
Management Inc. 
Huge 1  bdrms. 215 E. Poe 
Rd. Laundry on site, lots of 
parking. Starts at $340/ 
month + elec. 
Management Inc. 
Efficiency Apartments, 215 
E. Poe Rd., Starts at $230. All 
utilities included. Half the 
security deposit holds it now. 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St Trie Willow 
House is now Leasing for 
next year. 1 bdrm, gas heat. 
A/C. starting at $340/monlh. 
Management Inc. 
For ■ complete list stop by our 
office, 1045 N. Main, or call 
353-5800 
Haven House Manor 
Apartments 
1515 E. Wooster 
Call us to see our model 
352-9378 
y 
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A happy Valentine's Day???? 
The Chief and the thief 
who stole his heart SEA*. 
Roses. Practical jokes. Bologna sandwiches. 
Red Vettes. Bandits. Spilled orange juice. "Hunka 
Hunka Burnin' Love". Quantico. True love. These things 
and more make up a successful marriage accoring to 
Police Chief Galen Ash and his wife Carol. 
The Chief has spent the last eighteen years crafting his 
tough guy image as the city of Bowling Green's police chief. 
Chief Galen Ash says that life with his wife Carol has never been boring photo by Joe Boyle 
Today, Valentines Day 97', the Chief 
retires and his tough guy quite possi- 
bly may join him as Carol tells about 
what a sweetheart he really is. Any- 
one who knows the Chief personally 
though, is probably not surprised. The 
Chief has to be one of the nicest, most 
likable people on this planet. 
Sarah Bednarski, police reporter for 
The News, agreed, he is an incredihly 
nice person. 
"The chief is like a big teddy bear, he 
is so easy to talk to," Bednarski said. 
Together he and Carol look like the per- 
fect couple, the kind that you can tell 
are still in love with each other. 
Carol said that the Chief often surprises 
her with gifts like a bouquet of roses with 
a bottle of perfume hidden in the middle 
of it. 
Doing things for each other is one of 
the ways the Ashes keep things interest- 
ing through the years. The Chief is usu- 
ally awakened on weekend mornings 
when he sleeps in (until almost 9:30 
sometimes!) by the smell of bacon com- 
ing from the kitchen. 
The Chief said that in eighteen years with 
Carol life has never been boring. The 
Ashes met in 1978 when then Municipal 
Administrator and mutual friend Colleen 
Smith introduced them. The Chief had just 
become chief and Carol was working in Fi- 
nancial Aid here at the University, where 
she still works. 
It was the second marriage for both. Both 
had children from their previous marriages; 
the Chief had three girls and Carol had one 
boy. 
"When my first wife left me, I was dev- 
astated," the Chief said. "But it turned out 
to be the best thing that ever happenned 
to me." 
They met and within three months they 
decided they were right for each other. 
"I wouldn't recommend that to most 
people,", Carol said."You really should wait 
until you get to know each other well. With 
us though, our lives were very much alike 
so it was natural for us." 
With many second marriages the children 
have problems with the new person in their 
parent's life. Not with the Ashes though. 
cont. on pg. 10 
// Romantic" impresses at Elsewhere 
Mike Hammer 
<P 
The Back Pages journeyed tcun 
South Hall with my co- 
worker Brett, hoping to be 
impressed by my first Elsewhere 
production. I'm not really sure if 
you'd call my reaction impressed, 
but I did not projectile vomit and 
thaf s always a good thing. 
I had heard parts of this play 
before, so I assume it's been 
around a while, but I had never 
seen the whole thing. Written by 
Wendy Wasserstein, the writing of 
"Isn't it Romantic"was one thing 
that did not impress me. The play 
is centered around the main 
character Janie, played by Molly 
Binder, and looks at changes in 
her life shortly after she moves 
back to New York City. Janie is 
reunited with her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Blumberg and her best 
friend Harriet Cornwall, played 
by Stephanie Gearhart. 
Harriet is an independant 
woman, and this impresses this 
Janie. However, they both enter 
relationships at around the same 
time and Harriet ends up getting 
married but Janie breaks off her 
relationship to be independent. 
The dialogue in the play was 
somewhat drab, and the writing 
tended to skip around a lot. None 
of the writing problems were the 
actors fault of course, but 1 think 
Elsewhere could have definitely 
found a more interesting play to 
produce. 
The acting was auite good. 
Binder delivered her lines with 
sincere emotions and Gearhart 
played her character exactly as it 
was written, but I was not overly 
impressed by anyone in the cast. 
That's not to say the play did not 
have it's bright points. Janie's 
father, Simon Blumberg, was 
played by Brian Houdashelt who 
made his character simple and 
compelling and was a joy to 
watch. A Russian taxi cab driver 
named Vladimir, played by Scott 
Smith, provided most of the comic 
relief and brightened up the stage 
every time he stepped on. Ryan 
Frisby also played an excellent 
lying, cheating, womanizing, no 
good bastard named Paul Stewar* 
Staging problems were slight' 
annoying. The play has many 
different scenes, that had to bo 
crowded into a small room in 
South Hall. The lighting was 
excellent to help the audience 
with the shifts, but many move 
ments in the play were unreal, 
unmotivated and not towards the 
audience at all. 
"Isn't it Romantic" runs about 
two hours and cost two dollars. 
Tickets are only sold at the door 
"Isn't it Romantic'' is Friday 
and Saturday night at 8 p.m. and 
Sunday at 2 p.m. in 411 South 
Hall. 
Ryan Frisby attempts to seduce Stephannie Gearhart in the play "Isn't It Romantic" 
F.V«l'l>fV>yf>lV.BV.17tlVtBV>fVtl7»lVtl'l»l' 
353-0988 104 S. Main 
Thursday 
Hana Time 
Blues 
Experiment 
Friday 
Chicago 
Rhythm & 
Blues Kings | 
19 and Over Every night 
"QJ       Valentine's 
0„yj*fu-     Special 
i 1 
, Buy a sandwich & get | 
I 25% off a 2nd sandwich i 
i Bring your sweetheart!! i 
expires 2-28-97 
I .  
xoxoxo xoxo xo xoxo xoxo xoxoxox 
Creative (Dating 
"Hs-io "Exciting, Mean Starting, 
!Alttmativt 'Dating Ideas! 
Sunday, Jebruary 16 
6-7:30p.m. 
Oiscamp 111 
• •?!£&£•• 
Students will have a chance to win a free 
Spring tnakftrip     * 
(Drawing will 6e kdd March I). 
Qputimi?CtUZ716*-> 
Come and Hike (he Great. Outdoors! 
Appalachian Trail Spring Break Trip 
North Carolina 
March 21-30 
$150  Bu rtumble 
Includes all equipment, 
t-shlrt and compass 
Sign-up 2/10-2/28 
In the DAO office, 330 Union 
For more Information eall 
372-7104 
1 
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Alpha Gamma Delta 
Announces their Fall 1996 
New Members 
Julia Arnold 
Dawn Basa 
Stephanie Barry 
Braa Brockhorst 
Amy BrogUo 
Rachal Fulkarson 
Joanna Gibson 
Kelly Grubola 
Utza Kantzios 
Melissa Kimble 
Bath Koscho 
Courtney Lookwood 
Karln Lock wood 
EHzabeth Loeftler 
Molly McPherson 
Jana Meyer 
Susan Read 
Theresa Sherry 
Michelle Shoenmeyer 
Colleen Speno 
Diane vahne 
Jill Vonderheid 
JtapfUf VOUHUHBA. Jbcuf. from 
tU &QS14tommbmf COMUL 
Show your love for the 
environment by recycling everyday! 
 372-8909  
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Time is running out on 
these apartments... 
Columbia Court 
Field Manor 
Frazee Avenue 
Buff 
^ • Mercer Manor 
... Get them while they last! 
224 E. Wooster 352-0717 
F^Pf; 
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 14 
Carved Roast Sirloin • Roast Turkey • Honey Pecan Chicken 
Shrimp • Lasagna • Stuffing w/ gravy • billed Carrots 
Red Skin Potatoes • Fresh Green Beans 
Soup & Salad Bar • Desserts 
$10.95 
* OihaSptdah ■unit it avtuhite 
Please call for reservations 
354-2535 
1628 E. WOOSTER 
(CONGRATULATIONS TO KAPPA 
SICMA'S NEW OFFICERS 
Grand Master: Jeff Cellio 
Grand Procurator: Pete Fftz 
Grand Master of Ceremonies: Chris Dlugosz 
Grand Scribe: Matt Sturgeon/ 
Grand Treasurer: MattCarek 
Communications Chairmen: Mike Handy, Zach Carter 
Scholarship Chairman: Chad Hanzticek 
House Manager: Greg Hazard      r 
IFC Representative: Bryan Wright, Matt Eberwein 
Pledge Educators: Jeff Novyak, Nick Swanson 
Philanthropy'Chairman: jude Misik 
Brotherhood Chairman: Bryan Wright 
Historian: Ben French      \^r 
Guards: Tom Christie, Chris Driskeli 
Rush Chairman: Dave Zotter 
Public Relations: Matt Paulson 
Kitchen Stewards: Rocky Gardener 
Athletic Chairmen: Brian Myers, Andy Amtin 
Community Service: P. J. Nederhouser 
Assistant Treasurer: Jamie Brundrett ' 
Soc. Chair.: Chris D«Cola, Clay Salmeky, Matt Sturgeon 
Parent's Day Chairman: Matt Paulson, Brian Myers 
Alumni Chairman: Clay Salewsky 
Spring full of 
big CD releases 
Tod McCloskey 
The Back Pages 
rjih) all of the new bands out 
there these days, ils hard to 
know who's coming out with what 
and when. It seems that many of these 
bands had planned on early spring 
97' release dates. I hope I can shed 
some light on the major new upcom- 
ing releases. 
Seven Mary Three, a popular 
mainstream alternative rock band, 
plans to release their sophomore 
effort, "Rock Crown" sometime in 
February. "American Standard", 7 
Mary 3's platinum debut album 
brought this typical grunge band somt 
limelight. Hit songs, "Cumbersome". 
"Water's Edge", "Devil Boy", and 
"My My" covered the radio. 
Offspring, a former punk now 
alternative grunge rock band, is due 
for their third album. "Ixnay On the 
Hombre", also due out in stores 
anytime now. "All I Want", will be 
the first single off of the album. 
Rolling Stone gave it a three and a 
half out of best five stars. Most 
people have only heard of "Smash". 
Offspring's big moneymaker. "Come 
Out and Play", their first big hit. 
finalized the band's defection from 
the punk underground. Other 
overplayed radio favorites from 
"Smash" are "Gotta Get Away" and 
"Self-Esteem". The unknown two 
older albums. "Offspring(self-title)" 
and "Ignition" still show their 
younger extreme punk style. 
L7, a heavy altemative/pop metal 
band with female vocals, will be 
releasing their third album entitled. 
"The Beauty Process: Triple Plati- 
num" on February 25th. Listen to the 
radio for "Off the Wagon", the band's 
first single. A unique group with 
Donita Sparks, a female vocalist, 
performing primarily metal has given 
L7 much notorily. Their two earlier 
albums include the very successful 
"Bricks are Heavy" and the mediocre 
"Hungry for Stink." 
Veruca Salt re-enters the market 
with a new sophomore album. "Eight 
Arms to Hold You", is finding its way 
to stores in February. This Chicago- 
based band, which primarily is made 
up of women, is coming out in 97' 
with a slightly new sound. "Volcano 
Girls", the first video and single 
released, shows us a more of a 
Bangles sound rather than Breeders. 
Details magazine rated Veruca Salt's 
new sound a seven out of a ten. Their 
first album, "American Thighs", hit 
the charts with the ever popular. 
"Seether". 
Live, an extremely popular 
alternative rock band, will show us 
what they have been working on for 
two years. "Secret Samadhi" and will 
hit next Tuesday the 18th. "Lakini's 
Juice", the first single released on the 
radio, as well as MTV, has been out 
for about a month now. Other songs 
on "Secret Samadhi" include, 
"Ghost". "Rattlesnake", and 
"Unsheated". 
The Eagles' classic "Hotel California" is a staple in the Cowboys' live show 
Reggae meets country 
in the Reggae Cowboys 
Brandon Wray 
The Back Pages 
Jhere are a lot of strange 
combinations in pop music 
today. You have ska-punk, 
techno-industrial, the list goes 
on. Perhaps the most original is 
the Reggae Cowboys' mix of 
reggae and country and western. 
Originally hailing from 
Jamaica. Antigua, and 
Dominica, the Reggae Cowboys 
now call Toronto in the great 
white North their home to make 
things even more interesting. 
With a sound that recalls Bob 
Marley and Johnny Cash the 
Cowboys make some of the 
most unique and enjoyable 
music around today. 
T!:e Cowboys' sound, as 
evidenced on their debut disc 
"Tell the Truth", is energetic, 
smooth, and peaceful. The band 
captures the feel of an Old West 
desert trapped inside a jumping 
Toronto dancehall. With great 
musicianship and instrumenta- 
tion, the band really creates an 
easygoing mood that makes you 
want to forget about your 
problems and dance or rope 
some wild buffalo. 
Bird Bellony, the lead singer, 
guitarist, and producer who is 
known onstage as Stone Ranger, 
said that the bands' live shows 
are something that is not to be 
missed. He calls their show the 
West Indies meets the Wild 
West. 
"We get all decked out in the 
cowboy gear and really have fun 
out there," Bellony said. "People 
can really kick up their heels and 
have a good time. There is so 
much going on in the world right 
now that people need to have 
fun once in awhile." 
Audiences also get a short 
history lesson along with the fun 
from the Cowboys' music. 
The band got the cowboy idea 
from reading western literature 
that talked about the role of the 
black cowboy in the settlement 
X^l Howard's ClubH \i^ 
^^B  ■    ■ Mon-Sat 12-12:30 am ■    ■   ■^VJ^' 
~^rV]  ^10 N Main       Sun 5-2:30 am        352 -9951  \4^ 
w* FRIDAY • SATURDAY 
^ The Mark Mikel 
Hallucination 
Band Starts at 10:00pm 
• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball 
Kl Ki. Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl 
Brothers of Kappa Sigma Congratulate 
New Actives and Welcome New Pledges 
New Actives: 
Matthew Paulson 
Jason Scasny 
Greg Hazard 
Mark Vogtsberger^ 
Bryan White 
Mike Handy 
Kevin Simmons 
Zach Carter 
Matt Eberwein 
Mike Fritz 
Eric Horvath 
Jude Misik 
Scott Bell 
Enrique Buron 
Dave Daube 
New Pledges: 
Curt Shumaker 
Richard Mandarine 
Sean Oudeman 
"Not for an hour, a day, or a college term only... 
but for life" 
Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl Kl 
of the West. Most history books 
have the black cowboy on the 
last page of history and we just 
want to make people a little 
more aware of the truth. 
Bellony. who has lived in 
Toronto for the last fifteen years, 
said that the Cowboys are 
inspired by classic country 
music like Johnny Cash. Hank 
Williams, and Willie Nelson 
along with more soul and funk 
oriented musicians like Sly 
Stone and the Steeple Singers. 
Bellony also said he loves well 
crafted pop tunes. 
One surprise that audiences 
always love according to 
Bellony is the band's cover of 
the Eagles "Hotel California." 
"People went nuts when we 
played that song so we added it 
to our regular line-up," Bellony 
said. "The Eagles are one of our 
favorite bands. They really hit 
the mark with their fusion of 
country and rock and were doing 
it long before anyone else caught 
on." 
In addition to playing mostly 
their own material the Cow- 
boys' sometimes  play Willie 
Nelson's "On the Road Again". 
Bellony also became fasci- 
nated with cowboy culture in a 
more visual way growing up. 
"When I was growing up in 
Toronto my brother worked in a 
movie theatre so I got into see a 
lot of those Clint Eastwood and 
John Wayne westerns for free," 
Bellony said. 
Bellony said that Toronto has 
a thriving music scene with The 
Bamboo Club music hall being 
the centerpiece. 
The Reggae Cowboys hope 
to tour the United Startes if the 
disc takes off Bellony said. 
"Tell the Truth" is an excel- 
lent album that is great music to 
play at a party when people feel 
like dancing. It also works well 
as a disc to pop in the stereo and 
relax to. The Cowboys' sound is 
very bass driven, melodic, and 
catchy. The lyrics contain many 
references to the Wild West 
making for an interesting listen. 
The band also docs a cover of 
the Western classic "Hang'Em 
High" that must be heard 
Highlights on the disc include 
•loll the Truth." "We ah Come 
Down." and "Hotel California". 
"Tell the Truth" is available on 
Pure and Mercury Records. £ 
. _l 
What's on ta 
this weekend 
Compiled b) Troj Reynolds 
l he Buck Pages 
I j>> street Caftf: 
I TUJ.I\    M"legal ; 
I'liiim 
Saturda) 
Chicago R>thvm and Blues 
Howard'%: 
Prida) and 
Saturday     Mark Michael 1 lallucina- j 
(urn 
cii-h Film Theatre: (free) 
Fridu) -The War 
ol the Worlds  ' Wpjij 
Saturda)  • \ Kid 
in King Arthur's Court 7:30 p.m. 
OKcamp Hull, Room 111: ($2.00) 
Fridu) and 
Saturday -Romeo and Juliet Spin 
and 11 p.m. 
OI*eamp Hall. Room I0I: (tree to 
women with canned good donation, 
men S7UI) 
Fridu)     A Tribuk 
lo Black Womanhood (.semi-formal 
bunquct) <> p.m. 
Kobacker Hall (free) 
Frida)    Bowling 
Green Philharmonia S p.m. 
South Hall.Room 4J| 
Fridu) and 
Salurdu) Isn't it Romantic? 
(HI so where production) Kpjn 
Hoeke> 
Saturdu)  -vs. 
Western Michigan 7 p m 
Men\ Basketball: 
Saturda)    w 
Eastern Michigan 3:30 p.m. 
Women's Basketball; 
Saturday    \s 
EuMero Michigan I pju. 
HAPPY 22nd 
BIRTHDAY 
Joe Swora 
(2/16) 
Love-Sarah, Shawn, 
Jason, and the 
Compton/Darrow 
N.G.s and RAs 
SPRING BREAK 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA 
gTTi-TKn 
I. 1 
2 OUTDOOR POOLS   ■   1 INDOOR HEATED POOl 
HUCC BEACHSIDE HOT !UB   RESTAURANT  • 
SUIHS UP TO 10 PEOPLE   KITCHENS WITH MICROWAVf- 
TIKI BAR   •   BEACH PARIIES   ■   LNTERTAIMMENT 
VOLLEYBALL   '   SAILBOATS   •   JETSKIS   ■   PARASAI15 
DISCOUNIS IOAREACLUBV I'FMAURANIS (. ATI RACIION"' 
SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT 
1-800-488-8828 
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM 
HOME OF [HE WORLD'S LONGEST KEG PARTY 
650 FEET OF GULF BEACH FRONTAGE 
1/403 FRONT BEACH RO  PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL 32413 
' 
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'Horror' classic at the Cla-zel 
70's classic still entertains 
Troy Reynolds 
The Back Pages 
With the recent closing ol the 
Maumee Theatre, the 
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" has 
come to the Cla-Zel in Bowling 
Green. I took this opportunity to 
check out the weekly midnight 
showing last Saturday. I have seen 
the film several times before, but 
it never fails to entertain. Before 
the movie even began, we were 
treated to the symbolical sacrifice 
of the virgins and a fake orgasm 
contest. After that. I knew the 
night had to go well. 
Rocky Horror is one of the 
classic cult films of all time, still 
playing in theaters across the 
country every weekend, although 
it was originally released over 
twenty years ago. A loyal group of 
followers make the film an 
interactive experience for the 
audience, through such actions as 
throwing rice during the opening 
wedding scene, or firing water 
guns to simulate the rain during a 
stormy night. 
I actually think the movie 
would be great even without such 
a cult following. The list of stars 
making their first big appearance 
on screen in this film is amazing: 
Susan Sarandon, Barry Bostwick, 
Tim Curry, and, who could forget, 
Meatloaf. 
The movie is one of the most 
imaginative and creative films I 
have seen. Much of the acting is 
flat, and the characters are never 
developed. But this is all a stylistic 
decision, in order to contrast and 
highlight the performance by 
Curry. Curry does an exciting, 
over-the-top job in playing Dr. 
IMAGINE 
The Unique Boutique 
GRAND OPENING SALE/ 
10-50% OFF 
Most items 
Throughout February!! 
VISIT OUR NEW STORE 
445 E. Woosler 
(Af the railroad tricks) 
Mon  Sal II-9        Sunday I2-6 
352-3306 
AUTO REPAIR 
B&B WELDING 
& ROAD SERVICE 
24 HR ROAD SERVICE 
• Specializing in all your 
auto care needs 
- Motors 
-Transmissions 
•Tune-ups   m 
■ Brakes a 
-Bearings   I 
•Lowest prices in town 
•10% discount to BGSU 
students & faculty 
353-2526 
13040 BISHOP ROAD 
Time is Running Out! 
•Campus Manor 
•Rockledge 
•640 Eighth St. 
•313-317 N. Main St. 
•841 Eighth St. 
•Manville Ave. 
•825 Third St. 
•701 Fourth St. 
"Quality Off 
Campus Housing" 
R.E. Management 
113 Railroad St. 
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12 
352-9302 
Frank-N-Furter. The movie is 
actually more about the good 
doctor than Rocky, whom he 
creates in a version of the Fran- 
kenstein experiment. Frank-N- 
Furter is the only character with 
depth or personality, and he is the 
main reason the film succeeds. 
Even though I have seen Rocky 
Horror many times, this is the first 
time I have actually followed the 
entire story. The plot is almost 
nonexistent and becomes rather 
vague near the end, but that 
hasn't hurt other films ("Indepen- 
dence Day," for example the 
biggest hoax pulled off on the 
American public since Gingrich 
took over the House). The real 
power of the movie is not in the 
story but in the visuals, the acting, 
and the songs (yes, it is a musical). 
Of course, all of these elements 
are presented in a very curious 
style, so be prepared. 
Some of the most memorable 
parts of the film are the songs, 
especially when a leather clad Tim 
Curry sings Transsexual Transves- 
tite." Other favorites include The 
Time Warp," which the audience 
joins in on, and "Dammit Janet (I 
Love You)." 
Each week, a cast of several 
people also take part in the 
evening's entertainment, acting 
out the film as it takes place on 
the screen. Everyone should go 
see this movie at least once, if for 
no other reason than to experi- 
ence an important piece of our 
American culture. As a word ot 
warning, however, you probably 
should not go to this movie on a 
first date unless you know what 
you are getting yourself into. # 
Fans bring show to life 
Troy Reynolds 
The Back Pages 
Every Saturday at the Cla-Zel 
Theatre, a devoted cast helps 
make The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show a fun and enjoyable experience 
for all. The cast takes over (he roles of 
the characters, acts out the story as it 
takes place on screen and engages in 
animating the audience. While this 
very important pan of the success 
Rocky Horror enjoys in Bowling 
Green, the question still poses itself, 
why? 
The cast originally began enter- 
taining Rocky Horror fans in 
Maumee, at the old Maumee Theatre. 
When the theatre recently closed 
down and the copy of the film was 
sent to Bowling Green, the dedicated 
cast was asked to continue perfor- 
mances at the Cla-Zel. They happily 
agreed, putting on the show every 
week since. 
Chris Moore is the cast manager. 
He first saw Rocky Honor several 
years ago at the Westwood in Toledo, 
enjoying it very much. A few years 
passed, and nothing much happened, 
until 1995. The catalyst behind the 
formation of the cast occurred when 
the University of Toledo decided to 
show the film for Halloween lhat 
year. 
The assistant cast manager. 
Brandon Bollin. was a University 
student at that time. He and many of 
his friends enjoyed the experience 
very much. When they discovered it 
was playing at the Maumee Theatre a 
few weeks later, they decided to 
attend. In order to liven up a very dull 
audience, he pulled people out of the 
audience lo make up an impromptu 
cast. The audience and theatre 
managers enjoyed it so much, they 
invited the group to return for more 
shows. 
Brandon claims. "It 
just took off from 
there." Some people did 
not want to make a 
regular habit of the 
production. but many 
did. Others heard about 
the group, and contacted 
Brandon about joining 
the cast. The cast 
membership has 
changed over time, but 
the group continues on. 
When asked why he likes ihe 
whole experience so much, Brandon 
says, "It's just being on stage." Chris 
Moore elaborates more on that 
sentiment, expressing why the film 
appeals to him. "It's the whole 
message behind the thing. 'Let loose 
and do your own thing.'" He recom- 
mends that people "at least see it once| 
because it is such a unique event." 
Brandon agrees that it is "something 
different to do." Something must be 
working, because they both claim to 
see several repeat attendees in the 
audience, some every week and 
others intermittently. 
Anyone inierested in joining the 
cast can contact Chris or Brian 
Ihrough the Cla-Zel or by attending 
ihe weekly showing. They are looking) 
for local individuals who are inter- 
ested in the cast, because most of the 
members are from the Toledo area 
and have to make the trip to Bowling 
Green every week. They only ask that 
you can provide your own costume 
and attend all practices, Chris says 
they are still getting used to the Cla- 
Zel's setup, but arc ironing oui all the 
bugs, so come see them and enjoy 
yourselves. Q 
Fans perform "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" during the 
movie at the Cla-zel 
TODAY HT THC 
UNION 
THE BOWL-N-GREENERY 
SEAFOOD SPLASH 
Scallop • Clams • Shrimp • Alaskan VoUock. • "Bakfdjish 
& our special recipe Clam Chowder. Also includes compUu soup 
& salad Bar, potato bar, and unlimited btvtragts. 
£$5.95 
"Hours: 11:30 ■ 1:30 pm 
•MealCard Accepted4:30 ■ 7:00pm 
•Big Charge Accepted11:30- 1:30pm& 4:30 ■?':00pm 
9caoe9 
SSKKsKX 
d and United Airlines! 
T^Oi-VrcrTheVu^ 
Anc Revum The rcllculii 
VcclkeV 
kend With United Airlines 
3 Monday Or Tuesday To 
ial Savings When 
'TsterCard® Card. 
Weekender Zone Fare Certificate Promo Code: AV0O2/ 
Ticket Designator: AV0027 
Travel Complete: June & 1997 
Roundtrip Rates 
Within Zone A or B 
Between Zone A & Zone B 
Between Zone A & Zone C 
Between Zone B & Zone C 
Within Zone C 
$129 roundtrip 
$189 roundtrip 
$269 roundtrip 
$189 roundtrip 
$109 roundtrip 
Not valid lor !r»ill lo/ttom IUC0/AK/HI 
Use VSur MasterCard® Card 
For G7reat Savings On United Airlines. 
To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522 
or your travel professional. 
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027. 
to enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fates - plus earn Mileage Plus® 
credil on your [rip  IUSI call your Havel professional or United lo 
reserve your (light and redeem your certificate 
to receive these savings use your MasterCard*' card to purchase an 
E-IickeP" between Fet> 1 1997 and May 15 1997 tor travel between 
Fet> 15 1997 and June 6.1997 Outoound travel good on flights depart- 
«ig on Saturday fletum travel good on nights retutrang the Moviayiolinw- 
ing departure (An exejmon lor travel between /ones A-C. Return travel my 
also be on tie Tuesday toUwmg departure) 
Zone Definitions: 
Zone A ■ Al. AR. CI DC. D£. Ft GA. IA. IN. K». LA. MA MD. ME. 
Ml MN M0 MS. MC NH NJ. NY. OH PA. Rl SC. IN. VA. VI. Wl. WV 
Zone B ■ 10 KS. MI. ND. NE NM. OK. SO. TX. UT WY 
Zone C  AZ. CA. NV OR WA 
NM valid tor travel lo/tiom IIXO/AK/H 
TERMS AND C0M0ITI0NS: 
Promo Coda- AV0027 
Valid Can-in: Uniled AjrlintVShunk Dy UniMIUnlU E»ptess 
VelM floattiM: fiwndlnj travel must begm and end in Ihe 48 contiguous United 
Stales (ll/CO/AMU ocluded) Ail travel must be via Ihe mules « UA m which UA 
publishes Economy Class lares One way IravH/slopovws/citcle lup/ooen segments' 
waitlisting/standby aie not permitted Open iaw peimitted III and CO excluded as 
ongnvdesimahcn. howevac connections through CHLDIN aie peimineo t 
Valid TkW Oatti: 'eb I through May 15.1997 
Val»Jti»veirjt«e«-i*lSinmi>"iJijib '»' Avnv»inflttajiWiebyJuno 1997 
Blackout OMM: 1997 Mai 22 29 At* i.\2 Outbound navel mosi be on tiigras 
>..|-iri; ii.- vit ,'*..!, --ri'.v '•■..' ■ IgM   ' . M - V-, ' H; * r.) ApiAM H 
the Tuesday iwlowmg departure it die passenger is (raveling between rones AC 
Class ol Sendee: v class ISeaB are capacity conbolled and mufl be available It the 
lequved boctevj inventory al ne tin* reservations aie conlitmed I 
Afaeaan tastta*: wihei 24 hrs ol mawng wjsenqhons al least u o^ pro lo departure 
MlivHai Stn: Sunday-n.ght M, ir.mmum RHUBN lHAvEl MUSI BE TX IMME 
0*11 MONOAV FOUOWING MFARTUK AN EXCEPTION 'OK TRAVEL 8ETWIEN ZONES 
A-C. ItETUfll. CAN A1S0 BE IHE IMMBtHAlE TUESDAY lOLlUWW OEWUUK 
Mlleage Plus Accrual: D.scounted travel is eligible Id Mileage Plus erode 
Ticketing:: I .Mrflcvn*(elearcfliclicttlifvjservice! 
TaawwSenM Ourgac Al« Ms and sutftvges rajov^Passs^laMeyOagB 
(uppsia are ne lestOTotay ol n passengei and must be pacljureqiiioyaang 
Cert RettrtctMms: Ortilicale is required lor discount and must be presented al time 
■  ..-   , A ,..- i   ■ -1 .,-.   i , -.   i..-.- ■: ■:    ■ ■ ■ 
other an navel cerMcaics oi discount laie olfeis (Mileage Plus awards/SHvertVings 
avwds/convenliivvgioupfloui/senioi oliwVstuoenl/chikMravel packagaflravel indus- 
try disccunb militiry/opveiniivert/ioireViivaslineMiolesale/biilli) 
not replaceable il lost a stolen Nocash value nuy r-v be sold oi banered Pioiedion 
lot (light uiogulanhes will be on UmteoVUniled E vess/Shuttle by United slights only 
Discount applies lo new owchases only and will not be honored relioaclively or in 
ccnneaiw with the exchange c: , unused licKel One tickel per 
.,*rttiv.it>"-ri"'"-: Mid taffaaed -- -u i:.i 
Tichttlrva FUntleOOM Non 'etinttaue Non cansleiaWc alt-i KM-ng Change m 
ongm a destination is not peimieed tickets MAY BE levalidaied lor a SSO per hotel lee 
OtSSIMaswCaralitenaiiliwIncowJW  
A|Nci> TkMtaf Mrwtlen: See S'PMfVAV0i27 -j detailed irtairalion 
1. Treat as Type 'A' Discount Certificate 
Use Fare Basis Code VE1 *NSTU 
VE14NSTD (zones A-C) 
-Use Tidast Designator AV0027 
-EixWrsernenl Box. VALIOIJA (MY/NocvRet/No Bin Changes 
2. Ruler lo ARC industry Agents' Handbook, section 60 lot details 
i.^akmtDatt^ii^vtM^tfMiaaMttsi't\attmia> 
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Ash cont. from pg. 9 
None of their children had a prob- 
lem with the new marriage. The 
Chief even remebers his daughters 
stopping at Carol's house on the 
way home from school to chat with 
her. 
Although the Chief insists that 
Carol is the love of his life, she claims 
that he realty has a thing for their 
dog, Bandit. 
"The dog really runs our house," 
Carol said. "One of my favorite 
memories is watching the Chief run 
out the back door after the dog. You 
can imagine what the neighbors 
think seeing the chief of police run- 
ning yelling, 'Bandit, Bandit!.' 
Over eighteen years you can 
imagine the funny stories that a 
couple accumulates. 
The Chief remembers when he 
went on a business trip to 
Lynchburg, Tenn. for a law enforce- 
ment conference with the campus 
police chief who he really didn't 
know that well at the time. 
They got to the hotel and the 
Chief opened his suitcase. Right on 
top was a bright pair of red panties. 
The campus chief saw this and and 
didn't know what t othink about his 
new roommate. 
The Chief picked them up and 
saw a note attached to them. It read 
"I just wanted to see the look on 
your face, Love Carol." 
Carol recalls a time when they 
went to Ann Arbor for a conference 
and they were eating breakfast at 
the hotel's restraurant. The waiter, 
who Carol said acted like he had 
been to too many Ann Arbor par- 
ties the night before, brought the 
chief a glass of orange juice. Carol, 
who was wearing her last change 
of clothes, was sitting directly in the 
path between the waiter anf the 
Chief. 
The waiter dumped the orange 
juice on Carol and completely 
drenched her. 
"She had pulp in her eyeglasses," 
the Chief said. 
The Chief said that he helps out 
with cooking as well. When he goes 
to Columbus he always stops in 
Waldo, Ohio, to get their world fa- 
mous bologna sandwiches. He al- 
ways gets a few extras to bring 
home. 
Carol also hates to fly according 
to the Chief. Even/time we fly my 
arm gets bruised from her. 
One Valentine's Day, the Chief 
wanted to get Carol the new red 
Vette that she had always wanted. 
So he went down to the Bowling 
Green Chevy dealer and used his 
pull as police chief. 
On Valentine's Day, Carol had a 
brand new red Chevette. Fully 
loaded with fancy wheels, the Chief 
added. 
Being a police officer's wife really 
hasn't been that hard according to 
Carol. She gets upset sometimes 
when he doesn't tell her some 
things. 
There have been a lot of benefits 
to being the Chief's wife though. 
She has met several governors, the 
attorney general, and other politi- 
cians. The Ashes also get to travel 
to all across the country to places 
like F.B.I Headquarters in Quantico, 
Virginia. 
The Chief and Carol both said that 
they would hate to be young today 
and trying to find that special some- 
one. 
The Chief said it is so much more 
complicated these days with things 
like A.I.D.S and date rape out there 
He said date rape was around back 
in their day but it wasn't brought 
to light like it is today. 
Carol said she has one rule that 
she thinks young women should fol- 
low. 
"Get your education first, then 
worry about getting married," she 
said. 
She also added suggestions for 
college students. Never live with 
someone before marriage because 
if it doesn't work out the girl will 
always be remembered as living him 
and it reflects on your morals Carol 
said. 
She said that she really loves and 
respects the college girls she works 
with in Financial Aid. 
"They are a fantastic group of 
girls," Carol said. "They are beauti- 
ful girls in their souls and they all 
have innocence written in their 
faces." 
The girls in the Financial Aid have 
their own nickname for the Chief af- 
ter listening to Carol gush about 
him.: "Hunka hunka bumin' love." 
The Ashes also had some advice 
on making sure your love last. 
"If you fight, always make up and 
never go to bed angry," the Chief 
said."And always be honest with 
yourself." 
Carol said that you have to learn 
to live with someone. 
"You know you are really in love 
if you can get over the trivial an- 
noyances of everyday life ," Carol 
said. "And look into their eyes, into 
their soul, and know how wonder- 
ful they are. " • 
spring cont. from pg. 10 
lhat big collectors simply must get. II 
enjoy the music of. Smashing 
Pumpkins. Marilyn Manson or Nine 
Inch Nails, you might want to think 
about picking this variety cd up. 
Other important but smaller band 
and variety cds being released very 
soon arc as follows. Sky Cries 
Mary, Pavement, and Violent 
World: A tribute to the Misfits. 
A visitor to the University was chased by Parking and Traffic Nazis 
when he tried to park his tractor in a faculty lot last week. 
SATURDAY 
Ml M MIIMKM ■ M IB frUlM ^»A!llM UAIKIkrilEI i» IV & III (Iff IKft'ilM M Iff f*!MM M IfrAHMI.l IM H.'KDH'] Ufl WJUlWm M lirittTlliTl |ffl inKril. TOff I 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
© Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - Gargoyles 300. (live) X |Auto Racing: NASCAR Tim 125s I                  jSkiing: Worw At»ne cnampionsfcps News ii CBS News Fortune      JWKRP Or. Ouinn. Medicine Woman "Between Friends" X |Walker. Texas Ranger * News :r Outer limits 1 In Stereo) 
*i> Pooh Weekend Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Girls Basketball City 3' Toledo Crmrpiasrip PGA GcJI Hawaiian Open •■ Trwd Round iL-ve) X •lows 1 ABC News Entertainment Tonight Figure Skating us Championships" Ladies and Pairs Competitions  . News .11 HfatoMfaav 
® Inside Stull Sottstnder Detroit ClowiU Foreman Paid Prog. Skiing Bjmps S Jumps. College Basketball Syracuse at West Virginia I Telecast NBC News M
-A"S-HX|CashEip Pretendei Profiler Shadow of Angels" (in Stereo) X Empty Nest Saturday Ni htLivaX 
$ Bun Wott s Garden Gcuimet Old House Workshop Hometime WdartgM Katlen CUtlM rtomtc'n Pnme Ai.ccstcrs Austin City Limits Lawrence Welk Show People and the Power Game iR) (Pad 1 ol 2) X Red Green Red Green Nature I 
m Michigan Wdwnghl Old House New Yankee Workshop Grilling Gourmet Cucina Panting Painting Garden Garden Travels      [Hermltaga Lawrence Weft Show Cie»'i.res QnkM & Smai Wizard of 0< in Concert (In Stereo)    [Serenade toattn city i.mils (Off Air) QD Mm NtWf Star Trek                       |Xena: Warrior Princess MHL Hockey New York Rangers at Chicago Biackhawks From United Center. Hercules-Jrnys. Seinfeld 5 |Homelmp. CopaX     ICopsiRiJt: i nark re Most Wanted F/X: The Series Mad TV (In Stereo) X Untouch. 
fJB Sport. Movie                                                                                                        [Movie Scoreboard Entertainers (In Stereoi Movie Paid Proq Paid Prog Teles-Crypl |Telee-Crypl Watches 
3D Uovto: •• " Ire and Me 1968) Jade C 3'egory Movie: .. PX2-(I99I.* [Jamb -   Bfl an Brown. Movie: .'." r,.-.-"j'i;?- , Science Fc on) Simpsons Slcp Sl-p Martin J.    iFreih Pr Movie«.-                              ■    Ciierm Plummer News rtaaaami V'cer WtaaJmari "U? flame" 
CABLE   STATIONS 
FawttyT.     |Fawtty Towers 
SCIFJ 
Comics Come Home (R) {Dream On   IDream On 
11 co Mmta |Movle:a* "flicraeflicrr(l994) PG 11 Richie Rich | Movie: ♦« lisrc.'mePocrngn'H995| PG'B 
College BaHcetPatl Si John's at Rutgers. (Live) 
Masters of Fantasy 7 SO-R Bun IStar Wars 
Bowling ABC World Team Chalenge  |R.Ayera 
Movie: »»'i Pr JetytiaiXSawKyoe~{W\) 
College Basketball Miam. Ofuo at Ohio (Lrve) 
Mystery Science Theater 30?: 
e .Live)     jBoiing 
Awards 
Sportscenter .ft 
'.':.-'; 
Superb outs 
Trader 
Thor'brcd  |Thor'bred  |IHl Hockey 
'^toore -R'X  |Movk(:«.'i "prop2m'(1994) ftxfhrtr. "GooaftlafK 
Movie ♦«« "Sofctre'11977. HattoriHohTiCulp    |Movie: v'ssaulf on Pome 4" (1997) Joseph Culp. I 
College Basketball 
Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R) 
USA ioraW Dragon Movie: »'i "As SootfasPMO"(1995, Suspense)  |Movie: 'CcwaarfrAajrBev*! 1993) (^Shepherd |Movie:"«« i.c.nnejrr(i990,Mvtn1ure)3r. Lost-Earth  Ouckman    Movie:. 11995) James Bekishi   IMovie: "Suneo'Aive«"|t99') Tin Matheson. X     |"8«rigat" 
SUNDAY 
LMf<viitfii**ii]ii;tfi.rori»¥.TCi^ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
© Daylona S00 (Live) X College Basketball. Indiana at Michigan (Lrve) 5 News I CBS News 60 Minutes il   :■•', Touched by an Angel E Movie: •** "Dave' 11993 Comedy) Kevn Khne. (In Stereo) X News f Dr. Quinn 
Q> Rocket      |Paid Prog. jPaid Prog. |Quidam Figure Skating: U S Champttnships •• Men PGA Got! Hawacan Open - Fmal Round (Lrve) I News 1 ABC News Videos      (Videos Turning P c : oonoharm"(1997) Veryl Streep. X NewsX Siskel Two a 
© College Basketball Neve Dame at ViHanova (Live) NBA: Asia NBA Show NBA Basketball Soaille SuperScnics a: Los Angeles lakes. X    INBA Basketball Orlando Wag*: a: Chicagc Bulls (In Slprec I m] 3rd Rock     IBoston Movie: "Aslero«r(1997)Annabels Scerra. X Used Cars Editors Gazelle 
© Firing Une Contrary Conjure Women lit: Jackie Market Adam Sm. f.';Laughlin;V:laughn Living Edens (in Sleieo) Lawrence Welk Show Book ol Virtues Nature (HSttreo) I !.1-istrrp:ece Theatre PrUnaSil ;  .1   1 Mystaryl: Morse Nature 1 
© Hometime Workshop Old House (Baking Desserts Gourmet Ouilts Sewing Lawrence Welk Show i Adam Sm. IJournal Ancestors Creatures Navo'ialGecqrap: r Nature (In ■ ■ Masterpiece Theatre 'Prime Suspect" X layeaatyliMorw (Off Air) 
JB 
SD 
Movie: see 'Class Acton"(199t) Gene Hackman Movie: .1.1 -GI07"[1989)MatthewBrcoerick. Movie: • •'> "Heantirea»flioge"(1966. Crama) Coach it Mad-Vou Animal Out! 
Could It Be 
ke Simpsons   [KingoflW X-Files K.ajos.'   ,i Star Trek: Voyager X Star Trek: Neil Gener. Star Trek 
Auto Show WatlSl      |Mov» Court TV    ICoaatGu. American Gladiators X Extremists (Emergency Star Trek: Voyager .4 Miracle Movie: ♦.. -Wflairieancl)(um-(1988)U2. FOXSportaNm Criminals KwikWiU Jewelry 
Pistons NBA Basketball Delrort Pistons at Toronto Raptors {Live) Viper Wy Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyager X NHL Hockey Pclrcil Red Wings at Flcrfla Partners (live)           iHomelmp. (Home Imp. [Home Imp. News X     |Sports Xtra Hoseanne Transition Talk 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM (11:00)Movie:              jDreamOn  (Movie:*** "I0"(I979.Comedy) Dudley Moore. Juke Andrews. Dream On   IDream On   IMovie: »*#'flftndDafe"(1987)Bru:" Awards On Delivery Movie: •»»   :                                                       Di Katr        The Critic Daily Show [On Delivery Tick jT 
ESPN Collage Basketball WKconsn-Green Bay at Detroit. |College Basketball Toka at New Meico. (Live) PBA Bowling Bay A-ea Classic.          ISenior PGA GoM: Sincoasl Classc Sportsctr Sportsctr '.-    '                                                                                        I'-'.-;.'.   ,i Sportscem NFl Great 
MB0 (11 IS) Movie: Utestories |"Oe/rv»r mem From £rt A«a fie*'     |Movie:e'i "Slack Sfieep (1996) X Movia:"ALmiePrincess"(i995)'G'I |Movie:« LaJybugs'(1992(RodneyDangedieid X Movie: t. ■/i.i»t: iir,-:                 v vie: «'i BUc*Sheep (t996)X Sanders    1 Dennis M. Rosewood 
SC Hoops USA |Hockey Tranaaorid Sport (R) College Basketball Seion Hal at Boston Cotege    |Scoreboard Coftege Basketball: Memphis at Tutane.               jThor'bred NPSl Soccer: Echionton at Cleveland ABl Ba kathal  . i ■ at XPIOSOT Women's College Basketball 
SCIfl Web New Edge   |CNal Sightings (m Stereo) X Movie: •• "The fmi Eye"(l977) Joseph Cortese Movie: "Assau! on Dome J "(1997) Joseph Culp. X Sightings (In Stereo) X Star Wars   |Swa.np Robocop: The Series Web.Hi New Edge 
USA Pacific Blue (In Stereo) Movie: «'i "Separaw lints' (1995) James Bekishi Movie: .'.- "Problem CMC (1990) John Ritler. X Movie: ••  Problem Crrtf2"(1991) John Hitter. X Claude      r Wend Sci. Pacific Blw S.IV Siaikmgs .'■ Slereo) Big Easy (In Slereo) X Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) ReelWild 
BGSU   HOCKCV 
vs.   LUestern Michigan 
Saturday Night at 7:00 
l20Kw»nm*>m! 
THE ENGLISH 
El   PATIENT -*■ 
Nishtty 7:00 
Sat Sun Mon Mat 1:00 4:00 
TQXB 
Nightly 9:45 
Fri 9:45 & 12 Mid 
™ijjPffT r Evety Saturday 
12"Midnight 
t 
Cinemark Theatres 
II CINEMA 5MaTand 
111234 N. Main SL 354-0856 
Star Wars (PG) 
2.00 4:45 7:30 10:10 
Scream (R) 
1.00 3:10 5:35 7:45 10:00 
eautician and the Beast (PG) 
1:10 3:20 5:35 8.O0 10:15 
No 
DantesPeak(PG-13) 
1 30 4 35  7:15 9 50 
 NoPaaaaa  
Absolute Power (R) 
t:45 4:25 7:00 9:40 
 No Paiiai 
All shows before 4 p.m. are 
SaUSun. Only 
f 
< 
Aon^Aonaj^Aon^Aoff 
"The Sisters of 
ACpHa Omicron 
Ti would Cif$ to 
•wish everyone a 
VMJESfttlfL'S 
vsvyi 
> 
o 
> 
Aon*jyAOn»y Aon^Aon 
SPRING BREAK PARTY '971 M     4J     ^     Al      \l     Al     Al      \l     Al     Al     Al      \l 
DAYTONA BEACH 
^229 
BUS & HOTEL 
E~,$99 
HOTEL ONLY 
• Round hip transportation via 
deluxe motorcoach 
• 6 or 7 night accommodations 
at ocean front hotels 
• Full time Breakaway staff on 
location 
FOR DETAILS OR TO BOOK CALL: 
1-800-465-4257 EXT. 375 
Breakaway 
Tours 
www.breokowowy1ours.corn 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adult1 
Transit I.D. Card Required" 
* Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 
354-6203 
T 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access ft 
Group Seating 
T 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
BG Taxi Information is available In large print and 
audio tape format upon request. 
Service Area: Bowling Green 
Please let 
driver know 
how many 
parsons 
will be riding 
This service Is 
financed in part 
from operating 
assistance grant 
from ODOT ft FTA 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
ill I hour IMTOIV 
t 
9\[pzv Leasing 
2 Bedroom furnished and unfurnished 
May and August 1997 
1 bedroom summer only 
limited avadaBle 
2 Blocks from Compus 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
) 
Anchors Away to our New 
Spring Pledge Class Officers! 
President Sarah Brumback 
Vice President     ^ Jaime Nosse 
Secretary          |T3I Meg Haupl 
Scholarship Nichole Cury 
Senior NMPC   |MP Cara Henderson 
Junior NMPC  M^t\ 
Rituals        ».    CfUJ 
Nichole Schwichterberg 
iSarah Kohut 
Service CoeWlttwT 
.. JfNicholc WhcLstine 
Social        ^ijv- ""'#** 7 Jessica Blank 
Activities         ^"#* Lori Schlosscr 
Breakfast a Jenn Dunn & 
Historians Julie deStefano 
A\    Al    M    AI    Al    Al     Al     Al     Al    Al    A"     M 
you're Itv 
.^e i-: 
163 S. Main 
352-2595 
Fax 353-5210 
Downtown BG 
r    *■' 
Valentine's Day 
V   Specials   V 
Apple Almond Stuffed Chicken Breast 
$10.95 
Prime Rib & a bottle of Champagne 
for two: $38.00 
'Reservations Suggested 
■S      In addition to regular menu itema 
and oth er spec 
